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Preface

Preface

This Nokia MS-DOS User's Guide describes how to install and use
the disk operating system MS-DOS, version 330 on the Nokia
personal computers. It is divided into four chapters.

The first chapter, Installing MS-DOS, describes how to install MS-
DOS on a diskette or hard disk.

If you are not already an experienced MS-DOS user, you are advised
to read the second chapter, For First-Time Users, carefully. By
doing so, you familiarize yourself both with MS-DOS and your
computer.

The third chapter, MS-DOS Summary, is a quick reference guide to
the contents of the Nokia MS-DOS 330 Manual, which contains a
more complete discussion of the topics mentioned here.

The last chapter, Index, is provided to help you find information on
specific points when you need them.

If you want more information on MS-DOS than is given in this
guide, you could turn to the following documents:

• Nokia MS-DOS 330 User's Manual, and
• Nokia MS-DOS 330 Programmer's Manual which contains

information for programmers writing application programs.
• Support for the display adapter NDC 286. Nokia MS-DOS 330

contains from now on the necessary programs for the NDC
286.

Ask your local Nokia Data representative for these documents.
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Format Conventions Used i n  this Guide
• Text to be entered on the keyboard by you, the user, appears in

bold face, as in the following example:

Type in

dir *.*

• Instructions telling you to press a certain key on the keyboard
appear in a different typeface, as in the following example:

Press the Caps Lock key

• The key marked J is referred to as the Enter key.

• Messages displayed on the screen appear in this typeface:

This is an example of screen output

Terms Used in this Guide
• Disk, which refers to both diskettes and hard disks.
• Disk drive or just drive, which refers to both diskette drives and

hard-disk drives.
• System disk, which refers to any disk that can be used to start

up the computer; a copy of the MS-DOS diskette, a system
diskette (program diskette) that contains the essential parts of
MS-DOS, or a hard disk.

It is important that you know these definitions!

MS-DOS, Version 3.30 - What is  New?
MS-DOS, version 3.30 includes a number of new and changed
features compared with version 3.10. The most significant
enhancements are:

• Support for 3 1/2” 720 kB and 1.44 MB diskettes.
MS-DOS increases the possibilities of using different diskette
drives. Both high and double density 3 1/2” diskettes are
supported.
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• More than one MS-DOS partition per hard disk.
The FDISK utility now allows you to set up as many MS-DOS
partitions as you find useful. The size of each partition must
not be larger than 32 MB.

• I/O performance improvements.
E.g. the new command FASTOPEN decreases the amount of
time needed to open frequently used files.

• Extended national language support.
MS-DOS provides extended national language support at two
levels.

First, it can use more country specific information. A new file,
COUNTRY SYS, includes extended information such as
currency formats, collating sequences, time formats and so
forth.

Secondly MS-DOS lets the user switch from the character sets
associated with some devices

• EGA, Enhanced Graphics Adapter
• VGA, Video Graphics Adapter
• 1052 Enhanced keyboard
• 1 02 Enhanced keyboard
• certain types of printers

at system initialization time to different, country specific
character sets. This is called code page switching.

MS-DOS Commands
The following enhancements have been made:

Renamed Commands

The MS-DOS 3.10 Commands GRAFT AB L and MODE are
renamed to ERITABL and ERIMODE.

The renamed commands are only to be used together with certain
display units, e.g. DM U 3111, 3712/15, 9116.
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New Commands

APPEND. Specifies a search path for data files.

CHCP. Displays or changes the current code page for the system
and prepared devices.

FASTOPEN. Decreases the amount of time to open frequently-
used files and directories on hard disks.

GRAFT ABL. Enables an extended character set to be displayed
when using display adapters in graphics mode (when using display
units 3111, 3712/15, or 9116, you must use the ERITABL
command).

MODE. Sets the operational modes for devices. (When using
display units 3111, 3712/15, or 9116, you must use the ERIMODE
command).

NLSFUNC. Loads country-specific information.

PARKHD. Prepares the hard disk unit for transportation. PARKED
must be used every time the equipment is to be moved. (In earlier
versions of MS-DOS this task was performed by the FDISK utility.)

REPLACE. Selectively replaces files in a target directory with files
of the same name in a source directory'.

SELECT. Installs MS-DOS on a new diskette with desired country-
specific information and keyboard layout

XCOPY. Copies files and directories, including lower level
directories if they exist.

Nokia MS-DOS commands for the display controller NDC 286

CHARLOAD. Loads a new fontfile. These files can be created by
the the user by using the MS-Windows program FONTEDIT.

DEMO. Demonstrates the features of the NDC 286.

DISPDIAG. A display controller and monitortest for the NDC 286.

FONT. Loads a table of Hercules compatible ASCII characters
128-255 into memory.
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HGC. Makes it possible to run Hercules compatible graphics
software on the NDC 286.

MONSAVE. A utility that enables the monitor save feature. When
enabled the monitor turns itself off if there has not been any
keystrokes during the last five minutes. Press any key to turn the
display on.

NDC CURS. Makes it possible to change the cursor of the NDC
286 by software.

XMODE. A utility that allows you to change some of the settings
of the NDC 286, including attribute encoding, character set (NDC
286 has two character sets), monitor background colour and monitor
timeout feature.

Enhanced MS-DOS Commands

ATTRIB. Sets the archive bit on or off for a specific file.

BACKUP. Allows a non-formatted diskette to be formatted.

COMMAND. Allows you to set the size of the environment.

DISKCOMP. Supports 720 kB and 1.44 MB diskettes.

FORMAT. Supports 720 kB and 1.44 MB diskettes and prevents
you from formatting the default drive unless you entered the drive
letter in the command.

KEYB. Provides extended national language support.

Excluded MS-DOS Commands

The commands

DOSGEN
DOSXFER
XLATE

included in earlier versions of MS-DOS are excluded from MS-DOS
3.30.
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Batch Command Enhancements

A new command CALL calls one batch file from another without
ending itself.

Placing an character in front of an individual command line in a
batch file will prevent this line from echoing.

You can refer to a MS-DOS environment variable in a batch file.

Configuration
The following enhancements have been made:

New Device Drivers

DISPLAY.SYS. Supports code page switching for the console
device.

DRIVER.SYS. Supports external diskette drives.

PRINTER.SYS. Supports code page switching for parallel ports
LPT1,LPT2, and LPT3.

New Configuration Commands

DRIVPARM. Allows you to define parameters for block devices
when you start MS-DOS, overriding the original MS-DOS device
driver settings.

STACKS. Allows you to override the default stack resources.

Enhanced Configuration Command

The COUNTRY command has been enhanced to support code page
switching.

Configuration Files

The configuration file PREST  ART.SYS, created by earlier versions
of MS-DOS, is not used by MS-DOS 3.30.

The commands that were stored in the PRESTART.SYS file before,
are now stored in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file instead.
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Installing MS-DOS

Installing MS-DOS

The MS-DOS 3.30 original diskette(s) should never be used for your
daily work. So the first thing you have to do is to run an installation
program.

During the installation process, MS-DOS will be transferred to:

the hard disk, or

a diskette if your system is not equipped with a hard disk. If
this is the case, you must have a new, unused diskette at hand.

Note: If MS-DOS 3.10 C or an older version is installed on your
hard disk system, you have to uninstall it before you install MS-DOS
3.30. See the section Replacing Older MS-DOS version later in this
chapter.

The installation program will display step-by-step instructions on the
screen for your guidance.

Do as follows:

1. Open diskette drive A (the upper drive) and check that no
diskette is inserted.

2. If your system is running, go to step 4.

3. Power on the system. Refer to the User's Manual for your
system for a description of the procedure.

4. Insert the Startup diskette in drive A and close the drive.

5. Hold down the Ctrl and Alt keys, and press the Del key.

6. Follow the step-by-step instructions on the screen.

7. When the installation is finished, keep the original MS-DOS
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diskette(s) in a safe place.

8. If MS-DOS was installed on diskette(s), label these and use as
your MS-DOS working copy(ies).

From now on, use this diskette as your MS-DOS diskette.

Note: In a diskette system, the diskettes also need to be copied. The
copying of these diskettes is carried out by using the command
DISKCOPY. Step-by-step instruc-tions for this command are given
in the chapter For First-Time Users.
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Replacing an Older MS-DOS Version
MS-DOS 3.30 and older MS-DOS versions must not be mixed.

Hard Disk Systems with MS-DOS 3.10 C
A special program which deletes MS-DOS 3.10 C files from the
hard disk must be run before MS-DOS 3.30 is installed.

Warning: Before deleting MS-DOS 3.10 Cfrom your hard disk on a
WS286 or PC286, please note the following:
Your computer may be configured to boot (start up) only from a
hard disk. If this is the case, you have to do the following before you
follow the instructions below:
Run the Setup program, and change the settings so that the
computer can boot from a diskette.
(See the User's Manual for your computer for instructions on the
Setup program.)

Do as follows:

1. Start the system in the usual way.

2. When the prompt appears, insert the DOS-diskette or the
diskette labeled Startup.

3. Type in

a:uninstal

4. Press the Enter key.

5. When the prompt appears again, run the installation program as
described in the beginning of this chapter.

The installation program changes the names of
PRESTART.SYS, CONFIG.S YS and AUTOEXEC.BAT to
PRESTART.OLD, CONFIG.OLD and AUTOEXEC.OLD.
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Note: The UNINSTALL program erases the MS-DOS 3.10 files from
the subdirectory where they were stored by the MS-DOS 3.10 C
installation program. The BASIC files and all other files that may
have been created in this subdirectory, created by the MS-DOS 3.30
installation program. MS-DOS 3.10 C files stored in other
subdirectories are not erased.
Nokia MS-DOS 3.30 does not include GWBASIC. If you want to keep
your files from the older DOS version, you must move them to
another subdirectory before you run the UNINSTALL program.

Hard Disk Systems with an older DOS version
Before you can install NOKIA MS-DOS 3.30 you must delete any
older DOS version from your hard disk.
Do as follows:

1. Make a backup copy of your data and programfiles, including
the BASIC files.
WARNING! Do not use an existing backup including the older
DOS version!

2. Format your harddisk.

3. Install NOKIA MS-DOS 330.

4.  RESTORE your data- and program- files.

Diskette Systems
A new MS-DOS diskette is created by the installation program.

Older MS-DOS versions on diskettes can not be replaced.
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This is MS-DOS

The disk operating system, MS-DOS, consists of the basic programs
used for the operation of the Nokia personal computers. These pro-
grams are divided into two sets of programs. First, the input and
output system and second, an integrated set of auxiliary programs,
also known as commands.

The Input and Output System
The input and output system is a collection of programs that is
automatically read into the computer memory from a system disk
every time the computer is started.

The input and output system serves as the interface between the
hardware and you, the user, as well as other programs. It provides
an environment that enables you to create and keep track of files on
disks, and to run programs on the computer. The operating system
takes care of the details, transforming the computer into a simple,
reliable tool.

The Auxiliary Programs
The operating system includes a command interpreter file,
COMMAND.COM, that allows you to invoke any of the auxiliary
programs by giving a command from the keyboard.

The set of auxiliary programs includes programs for setting date
(DATE) and time (TIME), listing directory contents (DIR), listing
file contents (TYPE), formatting disks (FORMAT), making copies
of diskettes (DISKCOPY), copying files (COPY), deleting files from
a disk (ERASE), changing the name of files (RENAME), and
backing up files on a hard disk (BACKUP).

These are just a few of the approximately 50 auxiliary programs.

Some of the auxiliary programs are built into the command
interpreter. These programs, known as internal commands, include
commands such as COPY, DATE, DIR, ERASE, RENAME, TIME,
and TYPE.

Most of the auxiliary programs, however, are stored as files on the
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system diskette. These programs are known as external commands.
BACKUP, DISKCOPY and FORMAT, for example, are external
commands.

You can invoke a command by entering the command name. This
may be followed by one or more parameters. For example, para-
meters are needed to tell the command where to get data from and
where to put data.

When you have entered the command name and the parameters, if
any, the command interpreter examines the command name. If it is
the name of an internal command, the internal program executes
immediately. If it is the name of an external command, the com-
mand interpreter searches the disk for a file with that name. If
found, the file is loaded into the computer memory and then the
program is executed.

When execution of a program is completed, control is returned to the
command interpreter which waits for a new command.
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Starting MS-DOS
Powering On

1. Turn on power to:

• the monitor (display unit) if it is powered separately
• attached peripheral devices (printer, etc), if any
• the system unit

You can refer to the User's Manual for the computer for a
description of the procedure.

2. If you have a computer with a hard disk, go to step 4.

3. Insert your MS-DOS diskette in the upper diskette drive and
close the drive.

4. MS-DOS is now loaded into the computer memory from the
system disk (the MS-DOS diskette or the hard disk). A
message like the following should appear on the display screen.

NOKIA
MS-DOS v 3.30 COPYRIGHT Nokia Data Systems AB

1984 - 1987
C>

Date and Time
MS-DOS can keep track of the date and time when files are created
and updated. If necessary, the calendar/clock can be set with the
DATE and TIME commands (refer to the section Using some of the
MS-DOS Commands later in this chapter), or in a particular Setup
program, depending on the type of computer you are using. If your
computer is not provided with a battery-backed-up calendar/clock
you must enter the date and time each time you start or restart MS-
DOS.
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The System Prompt
MS-DOS assigns letters to each disk drive. The letter A is assigned
to the first diskette drive and the letter B to the second diskette drive.
A hard disk, if present, is assigned the letter C.

The system prompt, A> or C>, which is displayed on the screen
followed by the cursor ( ), shows which drive MS-DOS considers
as the default drive. This is the drive the computer works with if
you do not specify another drive. If MS-DOS was loaded from the
diskette in drive A, the prompt A> is displayed; if MS-DOS was
loaded from the hard disk, then the prompt C> is displayed.

When the system prompt is displayed, the computer is ready and
waiting for an input from you. At this point you can start an
application program such as word processing, or you can work with
MS-DOS. Starting an application program is described in the
manual supplied with it, and MS-DOS is explained further in the
remainder of this chapter.
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Using the Keyboard
Entering a Command

Information is input to MS-DOS by typing in commands from the
keyboard. When you have typed in a command, for example dir, it
is entered to MS-DOS when you press the Enter key.

Correcting a Typing Error
To correct a typing error, you use the Backspace key.

Cancelling a Command
To cancel a command that you have typed in but not entered, press
the Esc (Escape) key.

Repeating a Command
To repeat the command you last entered, press the F3 key and then
the Enter key.

Terminating a Command in Progress
To terminate a command in progress, press the Ctrl (Control) key
together with the Scroll Lock (Break) key.

Printing the Screen Contents
To print out the contents of the display screen on paper (provided
that a printer is connected and on line), press the Shift key together
with the Prt Sc (Print Screen) key.
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Restarting MS-DOS
To restart MS-DOS, hold down the Ctrl (Control) and Alt
(Alternate) keys and press the Del  (Delete) key. This terminates all
activities going on in the computer system and reloads MS-DOS
from the system disk.

Note: If you restart MS-DOS, everything that is not stored on disk is
lost.

Using Multi-Character Keys
Depending on the national layout of the keyboard you are using, it
may include keys having three or four characters marked on them.
The following example shows how you type the individual
characters marked on such a key:

Press the Shift key together with the
key.

Press the Shift and Alt keys together
with the key.

Press the Ait key together with the
key.

Press just the key.

The Alt key can also be used together with the digit keys on the
numeric keypad to produce all characters and graphic symbols listed
in Character Set 0 and Character Set 1 under Character Set Tables
at the end of this guide. For example, pressing the Alt key, and
holding it down while entering the decimal code 1 46 on the numeric
keypad, produces the Danish/Norwegian character ?E.

Note: Do not use the decimal codes 0-31 because they may affect
the output to the screen.
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Using Dead Keys
Some national keyboard versions include so-called dead keys.
When, for example, you type an accent (’), which is one of the dead
keys, the accent does not appear on the screen until you type the
character to be marked with the accent
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Using Disks and Disk Drives
Nokia personal computers can be equipped with one or two diskette
drives. In addition, there may also be one or more hard-disk drives
attached.

MS-DOS, version 3.30 supports the following disk drives:

• 5 1/4” 360 kB and 1.2 MB (high-capacity) diskette drives
• 3 1/2” 720 kB and 1.44 MB (high-capacity) diskette drives
• hard-disk drives

Diskette and Drive Compatibility
A 5 1/4” 360 kB diskette drive can read and write to:

• single-sided diskettes (180 kB), and
• double-sided diskettes (360 kB).

A 5 1/4” 1.2 MB diskette drive can read and write to:

• single-sided diskettes (180 kB),
• double-sided diskettes (360 kB), and
• high-capacity (1.2 MB) diskettes.

A 3 1/2” 720 kB diskette drive can read and write to:

• double-sided 720 kB diskettes

A 3 1/2” 1.44 MB diskette drive can read and write to:

• double-sided 720 kB diskettes
• high-capacity 1 .44 MB diskettes

Diskette Usage
Independent of the types of diskettes you are using, all blank
diskettes must Reformatted before you can take them into use. To
format a diskette, you use the FORMAT command. This command
is described in the section Using some of the MS-DOS Commands
later in this chapter.
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Files
A collection of information stored on a disk is called a file. If the
information consists of data, the file is known as a data file. If the
information consists of a program that gives the computer
instructions, then the file is a program file.

Directories

The main function of the disk operating system is to manage files on
disks. To keep track of files on a disk, MS-DOS creates and
maintains a directory on the disk. The directory contains a list of all
files on the disk, their size, their location on the disk, and when they
were created or last updated.

In addition, MS-DOS allows you to organize groups of related files
in separate directories, called subdirectories. This is useful on a
hard disk which is capable of holding numerous files. If you have a
computer with a hard disk, you can refer to the section Directories in
the MS-DOS Summary chapter for further information on
subdirectories.

File Specifications and Filenames

When you want to indicate a file to the computer, you must give the
correct file specification.

C:\DOCUMENT\TEXT.DOC

A file specification consists of three parts:

[J:] [path] filename

The first two parts [d:] and [path] are optional.

This is an example of a complete file specification:

[</:] (e.g. C:)
The first part of a file specification tells the computer which drive
holds the disk containing the file. It always consists of one letter
followed by a colon (:). If the disk drive you want to access is the
same as the default disk drive, which is indicated by the system
prompt, for example C>, you need not specify the drive when typing
the file specification.
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[path] (e.g. \DOCUMENT)
The second part is used only on a computer with a disk with files
organized in subdirectories. For MS-DOS to find a file, you have to
specify a search path if the file is not located in the current
directory. If you have a computer with a hard-disk drive, you are
advised to read the section Directories in the MS-DOS Summary
chapter carefully. There you will find information on directories and
paths. On the other hand, if your computer is not provided with a
hard-disk drive, you need not bother learning this.

filename (e.g. TEXT.DOC)
The third part consists of up to eight characters and may optionally
include an extension. The extension consists of a period (.) followed
by up to three characters. Here are some examples of filenames:

EX2
TEXT.DOC
EXAMPLE1.TXT

You can refer to the section Naming Files in the MS-DOS
Summary chapter for further information on naming files.
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Using some of the MS-DOS
Commands

Introduction
When the system prompt (A> or C>) is displayed, you have direct
access to the MS-DOS commands. There are some fifty commands,
but you will only need a few of them for daily operation. With the
commands discussed here, you can:

• Change the default drive (Internal command)
• Set date and time, DATE and TIME, (Internal commands)
• List directory contents, DIR (Internal command)
• List file contents, TYPE (Internal command)
• Format a diskette, FORMAT (External command)
• Copy a diskette, DISKCOPY (External command)
• Copy a file, COPY, (Internal command)
• Rename a file, RENAME (Internal command)
• Erase a file, ERASE (Internal command)
• Back up files on your hard disk, BACKUP (External

command)

The instructions for these commands are described step-by-step in
this chapter.

For some of the commands the instructions differ between hard-disk
systems and diskette-drive systems, there are also differences
between systems with one and two diskette drives. Follow the
instructions suitable for your system.

In the description of the commands, it is assumed that there is only
one directory on a hard disk. The section Directories in the chapter
MS-DOS Summary describes how to work with subdirectories.

Internal and External Commands

An internal command can be given whenever MS-DOS (i.e. the
command interpreter file COMMAND.COM) has been loaded into
the computer memory.

An external command, on the other hand, requires that the MS-DOS
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diskette, or the Operating diskette, is inserted.

If you have a computer with a hard disk, which contains MS-DOS, a
MS-DOS or system diskette is not required.

Asterisks in  File Specifications

In many commands you must specify the file(s) that you want MS-
DOS to work with. The asterisk (*) makes it easier to specify
groups of files. It matches all characters to the left or right of the
period in a filename depending on where it is placed. For example:

♦.COM specifies all files with the extension .COM
TEXT.* specifies all files with the name TEXT, with or without

extension
*.* specifies all files

The asterisk is a so-called wildcard character. More about the use
of wildcard characters is found in the MS-DOS Summary chapter.

Source Disk and Target Disk

There are two terms you need to know. They are displayed on the
screen when you use commands that involve copying from one disk
to another:

• Source diskette). The disk(ette) that is being copied.
• Target disk(ette). The disk(ette) that is becoming the copy.

Similarly, the terms source drive and target drive are used to denote
the two drives involved in a copy operation.

The Default Drive

The default drive is the drive the computer works with if you do not
specify another drive when you give a command.

For a diskette-drive system, drive A becomes the default drive after
you have started or restarted MS-DOS.

For a hard-disk system, drive C (the hard-disk drive) becomes the
default drive after you have started or restarted MS-DOS, unless a
system diskette is inserted in drive A. Then drive A becomes the
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default drive.

The default drive is indicated by the system prompt, for example
A>.

To specify files on the disk in the default drive you need not specify
the drive when you give a command. For example, if drive A is the
default drive, you can give the command

dir a:

or just

dir

to see what files are included in the directory of the diskette in drive
A.

But to see what files are included in the directory of the diskette in
another drive, you must specify the drive after the command name,
for example,

dirb:

One-Diskette Drive Systems
If you have a computer with one diskette drive only (A), you can
give commands to MS-DOS using the drive specifications a :  and b:,
as though you were using a computer with two diskette drives (A
and B).

If you include both a :  and b :  in a command, as in a copy operation
from one diskette to another diskette, for example,

diskcopy a: b:

MS-DOS simulates a two-diskette drive system. Subsequent
messages on the screen refer to drive A and drive B, even though a
second diskette drive (B) does not exist

Any references on the screen to drive A and drive B must be
interpreted as referring to the two diskettes, rather than actual
diskette drives.
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Changing the Default Drive
If your computer has more than one disk drive, you can change the
default drive, if you for any reason do not want the present default
drive.

1. To change the default drive indicated by the system prompt
A>, type in the letter of the drive to become the default drive,
followed by a colon, for example,

b:

2. Press the Enter key.

A>b:

B>_

The default drive is now drive B.

And it is just as simple to change it back:

3. Type in

a:

4. Press the Enter key.

B>a:

A>_

The default drive is now drive A.

Changing the default drive can be very useful if you, for example,
are going to erase a lot of files on a disk in a drive other than the
default drive. Then you need not specify the drive for each
command you give.
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Changing Date (DATE)
To change the date, or just check the date known to the computer:

1. Make sure the system prompt A> is displayed. In a hard disk
system the prompt C> should be displayed.

2. Type in

date

3. Press the Enter key.

A>date
Current date is Thu 01-21-1988
Enter new date (mm-dd-yy)

You must type in the day (dd), month (mi), and year (yy) in
the same order as they are asked for on the screen (mm-dd-yy,
dd-mm-yy, or yy-mm-dd). You can use either - (hyphen), /
(slash) or . (period) to separate day, month and year.

4. Type in the date and press the Enter key

or

5. Press just Enter if the date is correct.

Changing Time (TIME)
To change the time, or just check the time known to the computer:

1. Make sure the system prompt A> is displayed.

2. Type in

time

3. Press the Enter key.

A>time
Current time is 13:00:20.44
Enter new time:_

The time is typed in as for a 24-hour clock. You can use either
the : (colon) or the . (period) to separate the hours and minutes.
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4. Type in the time and press the Enter key

or

5. Press just Enter if the time is correct

Listing Directory Contents (DIR)
To list the names of the files stored on a disk, you use the DIR
command. You can choose to list all filenames, a group of them, or
just one.

In this example we will look at the files on the MS-DOS diskette or
on the hard disk.

1. Make sure the system prompt A> or C> is displayed.

2. If you have a system without a hard disk:

Insert the MS-DOS diskette in drive A.

3. Type in

dir to list all file names,

or

dir /p to list all filenames one screen at a time,

or

dir *.sys to list all filenames with the extension
.SYS,

or

dir command.com to list the filename COMMAND.COM.

4. Press the Enter key.
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If you inserted the MS-DOS diskette, and tried the third example,
the screen might look something like this:

A:\>dir a:*.sys

Volume in drive A has no label
Directory of A:\

CONFIG SYS 72 80-01-01 0.04
ANSI SYS 1615 87-09-16 13.53
COUNTRY SYS 11254 87-07-24 0.00
DISPLAY SYS 11259 87-10-20 9.52
DRIVER SYS 1165 87-07-24 0.00
KEYBOARD SYS 19735 87-07-24 0.00
PRINTER SYS 13559 87-07-24 0.00
VDISK SYS 3424 87-07-24 0.00
CLOCK SYS 1689 87-09-10 13.42
GRAFCHAR SYS 5120 85-01-17 9:02

1C) File(s) 60416 bytes free

Listing File Contents (TYPE)
To list the contents of a file, you use the TYPE command.

In this example we are going to look at the file CONFIG.SYS. The
file CONFIG.SYS is stored on the MS-DOS diskette or on the hard
disk.

1. Make sure the system prompt A> or C> is displayed.

2. If you have a system without hard disk , insert the MS-DOS
diskette in drive A.

3. To list the contents of the file CONFIG.SYS, type in

type config ys

4. Press the Enter key.

The screen might look something like this:

A:\>type config. sys
COUNTRY=046, 437, COUNTRY. SYS
DEVTCE=CLOCK . SYS
FILES=20
BUFFERS=20

A>

The purpose of the CONFIG.SYS FILE and the commands
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COUNTRY , DEVICE , FTLES=, and BUFFERS are explained in
the chapter MS-DOS Summary. You can refer to the section
Configuration.

Formatting a Diskette (FORMAT)
New diskettes must be prepared for storing files before you can use
the diskettes in your computer. The preparation process is called
formatting, and to do it you use the FORMAT command. You can
also use the FORMAT command to re-prepare an older diskette if
you are quite sure that you do not require its contents any longer.

Note: The FORMAT command erases all previously stored informa-
tion on the diskette, so be careful!

Hard-Disk System

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Type in

format a:

3. Press the Enter key.

Insert new diskette for drive A:
and strike ENTER when ready_

4. Insert the new diskette in drive A and press the Enter key.

5. Continue at step 5 under System without a Hard Disk Unit.

System without a Hard Disk Unit

1. Make sure that the MS-DOS diskette is in drive A and that the
system prompt A> is displayed.

2. Type in

format b:
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3. Press the Enter key.

A> format b:
Insert new diskette for drive B:
and strike ENTER when ready_

4. If you have a system with two diskette drives:

a. Insert the new diskette in drive B and press the Enter
key.

4. If you have a system with one diskette drive:

a. Remove the MS-DOS diskette from drive A.

b. Insert the new diskette in drive A and press the Enter
key.

5. When the formatting procedure is finished, you will get the
following message:

Format another (Y/N) ?__

You can press the Y key and then the Enter key if you want to
format another diskette, or

6. Press the N key.

7. Press the Enter key.

The system prompt A> is displayed.

Formatting a 360 kB  Diskette in a 1.2 MB  Diskette Drive

You can format a 360 kB diskette in a 1.2 MB (high capacity)
diskette drive. Then you have to give this command:

format a:/4 if you have a system with a hard disk unit.

format b:/4 if you have a system without a hard disk unit

Note: A 360 kB diskette formatted in a 1.2 MB diskette drive should
be used with 1 .2 MB diskette drives only. It cannot reliably be read
from, or written to, in a 360 kB diskette drive.
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Formatting a 720 kB Diskette in a 1.44 MB Diskette Drive

You can format a 720 kB diskette in a 1.44 MB diskette drive. Then
you have to give this command:

format a: /N:9

if you have a system with a hard disk unit

or

format b: /N:9

if you have a system without a hard disk unit.

Note: A 720 kB diskette formatted in a 1.44 MB diskette drive can
be read from, or written to, in a 720 kB diskette drive.
(A 1.44 MB diskette formatted to 720 kB can not be used at ali, or
reformatted. It has to be discarded.)

Copying a Diskette (DISKCOPY)
The DISKCOPY command lets you make an exact copy of a
diskette.

The target diskette will be formatted if necessary.

Note: The DISKCOPY command erases all previously stored
information on the target diskette, so be careful!
The DISKCOPY command can only be used to copy diskettes.

1. Make sure that the system prompt A> or C> is displayed.

2. If you have a system without a hard disk unit

Insert the MS-DOS diskette in drive A.

3. Type in

diskcopy a: b:

4. Press the Enter key.

5. If you have a system with two diskette drives:
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A>diskcopy a: b:
Insert source diskette in drive A:
Insert target diskette in drive B:
Strike any key when ready__

a. Remove the MS-DOS diskette from drive A and insert the
source diskette (the diskette you want to copy).

b. Insert the target diskette (the diskette that will become the
copy) in drive B.

c. Press the Enter key.

5. If you have a system with one diskette drive:

A>diskcopy a: b:
Insert target diskette in drive A:
Strike any key when ready_

a. Remove the MS-DOS diskette from drive A and insert the
target diskette (the diskette that will become the copy).

b. Press the Enter key.

Insert source diskette in drive A:

Strike any key when ready__

c. Remove the target diskette from drive A and insert the
source diskette (the diskette you want to copy).

d. Continue alternating the diskettes according to the
instructions on the screen.

6. When the copying procedure is finished, you will get the
following message:

Copy another (Y/N) ?_

You can press the Y key if you want to copy another diskette,
or

7. Press the N key.

The system prompt A> or C> is displayed.

8. Remove the diskette(s) from the drive(s). Do not forget to
label the copy diskette.
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Copying a File (COPY)
To copy one or more files from one diskette to another, you use the
COPY command.

The first filename specified in the command is the source file (the
file to be copied) and the second file name is the target file (the new
file).

Note: The COPY command replaces any file on the target diskette
that has the same name as a file on the source diskette, so use it
carefully.

Hard-Disk System

If you want to copy one or more files from a diskette to the hard disk
or vice versa, do like this:

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Insert the diskette in drive A.

3. Type in

copy a:*.* c: to copy all files from the diskette in
drive A to the hard disk.

or

copy a:letter c: to copy the file LET PER from the
diskette in drive A to the hard disk.

or

copy letterl a: to copy the file LEITER 1 from the
hard disk to the diskette in drive A.

or

copy letterl a:letter2 to copy the file EETTERI from the
hard disk to the diskette in drive A.
The target file will get the name
LETTER2.

4. Press the Enter key.

5. When the copying is finished the screen might look something
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like:

C> Copy letterl a:
1 file(s) copied

Copying a File from one Diskette to Another

If you want to copy one or more files from one diskette to another,
this can of course also be done in a hard-disk system.

If you first change the default drive to A, you can then follow the
instructions under System without Hard Disk Unit below.

It is however not necessary to change the default drive. You can also
define the drive letter for both the source (a:) and the target drive
(b:) when you type in the command, e.g.

Copy a:text b:

Copy a:text b:text01

System without a Hard Disk Unit

1. Make sure that the system prompt A> is displayed.

2. Insert the diskette containing the file(s) you are going to copy
in drive A.

3. If you have a computer with two diskette drives:

a. Insert the target diskette in drive B.

3. If you have a computer with one diskette drive:

a. Wait to insert the target diskette until you get a message
requesting i t

4. Type in

copy a:*.* b: to copy all files

or

copy a:letter b: to copy the file LETTER

or
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copy a:Ietterl b:letter2 to copy the file LEITER 1. The
target file will appear under the
name LETTER2.

5. Press the Enter  key.

6. If you have a computer with one diskette drive:

a. Insert the target diskette when the message 'Insert
diskette for drive B:" appears and press the Enter  key.

b. Insert the source diskette when the message "Insert
diskette for drive A:" appears and press the Enter  key.

7. When the copying is finished, the screen might look something
like:

A>copy a: letter b:
1 File(s) copied

A>

Renaming a File (RENAME)
The RENAME command changes the name of a file.

Note: Instead of the command name RENAME you can type in the
abbreviation REN.

Hard-Disk System

If you want to change the name of a file on the hard disk:

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Type in, for example

rename oldname newname

or

ren oldname newname

to give the file OLDNAME on the hard disk the new name
NEWNAME.
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3. Press the Enter key.

Orename oldname newname

C>

If you want to change the name of a file on a diskette:

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Insert the diskette containing the file you are going to rename
in drive A.

3. Type in, for example

rename a:letter report

if you want to give the file LE IT ER on the diskette the new
name REPORT

4. Press the Enter key.

Orename a :  l e t ter  report

C>

System without a Hard Disk Unit

1. Make sure the system prompt A> is displayed

2. Insert the diskette containing the file you are going to rename
in drive A.

3. Type in, for example,

rename letter report

to give the file LE ITER on the diskette in drive A the new
name REPORT.

4. Press the Enter key.

A>rename le t ter  report

A>
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Erasing a File (ERASE)
To erase (delete) a file, you use the ERASE command.

Note: Instead of the command name ERASE you can type in DEL
(abbreviation of DELETE).

Hard-Disk System

If you want to erase a file on the hard disk:

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Type in, for example

erase report

or

del report

to erase the file REPORT on the hard disk.

3. Press the Enter key.

Oerase  report

C>

If you want to erase a file on a diskette:

1. Make sure the system prompt C> is displayed.

2. Insert the diskette containing the file you are going to erase in
drive A.

3. Type in, for example

erase a:report

to erase the file REPORT on the diskette in drive A.

4. Press the Enter key.

Oerase  a :  report

O
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System without a Hard Disk Unit

1. Make sure the system prompt A> is displayed.

2. Insert the diskette containing the file you are going to erase in
drive A.

3. Type in, for example,

erase a:  report

to erase the file REPORT on the diskette in drive A.

4. Press the Enter key.

A>erase a: report

A>_

Backing Up Your Hard Disk on  Diskettes (BACKUP)
The BACKUP command lets you make a complete copy of your
hard disk on diskettes. It is important to always have backup
diskettes containing copies of your hard-disk files in case informa-
tion somehow becomes lost from the hard disk. You should copy all
hard-disk files every other week or so. This is described in the
section Backing Up All Files.

All new and modified files should be copied on a daily basis. This is
described in the section Backing Up New and Modified Files Only.

Backing Up All Files

Before you begin backing up your hard disk, you must have a num-
ber of diskettes at hand. The number of diskettes you need depends
on how full the hard disk is. To help you estimate, it takes about
twenty 1.2 MB diskettes to store all the information from a 20 MB
hard disk that is completely full.

Note: The BACKUP command destroys all previously stored
information on the diskettes.

1. Number the diskettes, starting at 01 .

2. Make sure that the system prompt C> is displayed.
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3. Type in

backup c:\*.* a: /s

Add /f to the command if your diskettes are not formatted.

4. Press the Enter  key.

This message appears on the screen:

backup c:\*.* a: /s /f

Insert source diskette if appropriate
Strike any key when ready

5. Press the Enter  key.

Insert backup diskette 01 in drive A:

Warning! Files in the target drive
A:\ root directory will be erased
Strike any key when ready

6. Insert the first diskette (01) in drive A.

7. Press the Enter key.

When diskette 01 in drive A is full, MS-DOS instructs you to
insert diskette 02, and so on. This is repeated until all hard-
disk files have been copied. Then, the system prompt C>
appears again.

8. Store the backup diskettes in a safe place.

Backing Up New and Modif ied F i les Only

The BACKUP command can also be used to backup new and modi-
fied files on a hard disk. This affects only files have been changed or
created since the last backup.

Before you begin backing up the modified files, you must have a
number of diskettes at hand. The number of diskettes you need
depends on how many files have been changed since the last time
you made a backup of your hard disk.
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Note: The BACKUP command destroys all previously stored
information on the diskettes.

1. Number the diskettes, starting at 01.

2. Make sure that the system prompt C> is displayed.

3. Type in

backup c:\*.* a: /s /m

Add /f to the command if your diskettes are not formatted.

4. Press the Enter key.

Then, proceed in the same way as described in steps 5 through 8 in
the previous section, Backing Up All Files.
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Using Batch Files
Often the same sequence of commands is required to perform a
commonly used task. MS-DOS has a feature that makes such
repetitive tasks easier. It is called batch processing.

Batch processing allows a group of MS-DOS commands to be
executed in sequence automatically. Instead of entering the
individual command names from the keyboard one by one, each
time they are needed, you can put the sequence of command names
in a special file - a so-called batch file. A batch file may contain
the names of both internal and external commands as well as the
names of other executable programs.

The rules for naming files also apply to batch files, but the name of a
batch file must include the extension .BAT.

When you enter the name of a batch file, without the extension
.BAT, the commands specified in it are executed as if you entered
the series of command names from the keyboard.

Another use of a batch file is to create an abbreviation for a
command name with many parameters that you type in often.
Instead of typing

dir b:*.doc/p

each time you want to see what file names with the extension .DOC
are included in the directory of the diskette in drive B, you can
create a batch file that contains this command.

Creating a Batch File
You can use the line editor EDLIN, which comes with MS-DOS, or
the COPY command to create a batch file.

In this example we will use the COPY command, to create a batch
file called DOC.BAT on a diskette. The file DOC.BAT is going to
contain the command line.

dir b:*.doc/p
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Insert the diskette in drive A, make sure the system prompt is
displayed and type in:

copy con: azdoc.bat <Enter>
dir b:*.doc/p <Enter>
<F6> <Enter>

The first command line states that a copy is to be made from the unit
CON: to the file DOC.BAT on the diskette in drive A. CON: means
console i.e. keyboard and display unit.

The commands to be stored in the command file are typed in in the
same way as you normally type in commands. Each command line is
terminated by pressing the Enter key. In our example there is only
one command line.

The batch file itself is terminated by an end-of-file character (AZ).
This character is obtained by pressing the F6 key, followed by a
depression of the Enter key.

copy con: a: doc. bat
dir b:*.doc/p
A Z

MS-DOS then acknowledges the input of the new batch file with the
following message:

1 File(s) copied
A>_

The batch file DOC.BAT is now stored on the diskette in drive A.

Note: If a batch file already exists that has the same filename as the
filename given in the COPY command, this file is overwritten, so be
careful!

Starting a Batch File
To start a batch file, in this example DOC.BAT, insert the diskette
containing the batch file in drive A, the diskette with the filenames
you want to list in drive B, and type after the system prompt A>:

doc <Enter>
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The AUTOEXEC.BAT File
The AUTOEXEC.BAT file is an ordinary batch file, but it is unique
in that it is executed automatically each time you start or restart MS-
DOS.

The installation program creates an AUTOEXEC.BAT file contain-
ing country-dependant information, a definition of the system
prompt etc. Refer to the section Configuration in the chapter
MS-DOS Summary for a more detailed description of the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
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General Information

MS-DOS Editing Keys
Information to MS-DOS is input by typing commands on the
keyboard. MS-DOS accepts these commands on a line-by-line
basis. Each typed character is displayed on the screen. When all
characters have been typed, the command is input to MS-DOS by
pressing the Enter key. A long command can, however, be
extended onto the next line on the screen by pressing the Ctrl
(Control) key together with the Enter key.

The characters typed are held in an input buffer until the next
command is entered. Instead of entering a new command, the
contents of the input buffer may be edited or repeated.

Special editing keys are available to simplify these editing functions.
A summary of these keys follows below.

Esc (Escape)
Cancels the current command and appends a backslash (\) character
to the command line to indicate cancellation. The cursor moves to
the next line.

Backspace or Left Arrow (Cursor Left)
Backspaces the cursor and deletes a character from the screen.

Ins (Insert)
Switches insert mode on and off. When insert mode is on, typing
inserts characters into the input buffer. When off, typing overwrites
characters in the input buffer.

F1 or Right Arrow (Cursor Right)
Copies the current character from the input buffer to the screen.

F2 character
Copies all characters from the current character up to, but not
including, the first occurence of character, from the input buffer to
the screen.

F3
Copies all characters remaining in the input buffer from the buffer to
the screen, starting from the current character.
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F4 character
Skips all characters in the input buffer up to character.

F5
Saves the currently displayed command for editing in the buffer but
does not enter the command. Appends a @ character to indicate that
the command was transferred to the input buffer.

Del (Delete)
Skips the current character in the input buffer.

MS-DOS Control Keys
Ctrl - Break (or Ctrl - C)
Aborts execution of the command in progress. Displays A C on the
screen. If a batch file is being executed, the current command is
aborted and the message Terminate batch job (Y/N) ? is
displayed. If the response is Y, the remainder of the commands in
the batch file are ignored. If the response is N, the processing of the
batch file continues with the commands that follow.

Ctrl - Num Lock (or Ctrl - S)
Suspends output to the screen. Output resumes when any character
key is pressed.

Shift - Prt Sc
Produces a hard copy of the current screen contents on the printer.

Ctrl - Prt Sc (or Ctrl - P)
Starts echoing screen output to the printer. Echoing is stopped if
Ctrl together with Prt Sc (or P) are pressed once more.

F6 (or Ctrl - Z)
Enters an end-of-file marker; A Z is displayed on the screen.

Ctrl - Alt - Del
Restarts MS-DOS. All information in the memory is lost.
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Naming Files
A filename can have up to eight characters and may optionally
include an extension consisting of a period (.) followed by up to
three characters.

When naming a file, you can use any characters, except these which
have special meanings for MS-DOS:

Asterisk (*)
Backslash (\)
Bisected vertical bar (I)
Colon (:)
Comma (,)
Equal (=)
Greater than (>)
Less than (<)
Period (.) except when it is used to denote an extension
Plus (+)
Question mark (?)
Semicolon (;)
Slash (/)
Space ( )

MS-DOS does not distinguish between UPPER and lower case
letters in a filename. Any lower case letter is automatically
converted to UPPER case.

Always choose filenames with care. Try to select meaningful
filenames that suggest the contents of the files. Here are some
examples of valid filenames:

NOTES
NEW DATA
LETTER1.TXT
LETTER2.TXT
PRICELST.AUG
TELE#LST.AUG

While the first part of a filename is used to describe the contents of a
file, the extension is often used to describe the type of file. For
example, the .TXT extension may be used to identify all files
containing text.
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MS-DOS reserves some specific extensions for special uses.
Program files, for example, have the extensions .COM and .EXE.
The extension .BAT is used for batch files, and .SYS for system files
When naming files, it is not necessary to avoid using these
extensions, but using them without knowing their purpose could be
dangerous.

Wildcard Characters
Two special characters, the asterisk (*) and the question mark (?),
can be used in filenames to specify sets of files having related
filenames. These special characters are known as wildcard
characters. They give the user a flexible method of specifying
particular groups of files in MS-DOS commands.

When a question mark is used in a filename or its extension, it
corresponds to any single character that occupies the same position.
For example, the wildcard filename

PC7.TXT

refers to all files with filenames of three characters in length, starting
with the letters PC, and having the extension .TXT.

An asterisk in a filename represents one or more characters, either in
the filename or its extension. For example, the following wildcard
filename refers to all files with names starting with the letters PC
and having the extension .TXT:

PC*.TXT

And this filename refers to all files with names starting with the
letters PC, regardless of extension:

PC*.*

The global wildcard filename

refers to all files in a particular environment. It is a particularly
powerful specifier enabling the entire file contents of a disk or
directory to be processed with a single MS-DOS command.
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Note: While wildcard characters can be freely used with most of the
applicable MS-DOS commands, they should be used with care in the
COPY and RENAME commands and, for obvious practical reasons,
with the DEL(ete) or ERASE commands.

Reserved Device Names
MS-DOS treats peripheral devices as files. Any transfer of data
within the system is regarded as a transaction between files and is
performed on that basis, whether involving files or actual devices.

To differentiate between files and actual devices, MS-DOS uses
special names to identify the devices attached to the system. These
reserved device names are used in place of filenames when data is
input to, or output from, the system.

MS-DOS reserves the following names for system devices. The
colon (:) appended to the device names is optional.

CON:
User console. Input data is taken from the keyboard and output data
is sent to the screen. When CON is used as an input device, a
depression of the F6 key generates an end-of-file marker (AZ). This
closes CON as an input device when the Enter key is pressed.

C0M1: or AUX:
COM2:
COM3:
COM4:
Asynchronous channels, serial ports.

LPT1: or PRN:
LPT2:
LPT3:
Parallel ports, used for output to printers and similar devices.

NUL:
Simulated input/output device. If an attempt is made to read data
from NUL, an end-of-file marker is generated. If data is written to
NUL, it is discarded.
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Note: Because the reserved names have special meanings for MS-
DOS, they must not be used as filenames when naming files. Device
names having three letters can, however, be used as filename
extensions.

Directories
MS-DOS provides a hierachicai, or tree-structured, filing system
that allows related groups of files to be connected. A main
directory, called the root directory, is created automatically when a
disk is formatted, while other directories, called subdirectories, may
be created using the MD or MKDIR (Make Directory) command.

A tree-structured filing system is especially useful on a hard disk,
which is capable of holding numerous files. If all files were stored
in the root directory, this would soon become cluttered with files.

In a tree-structured filing system the root directory becomes the root
of the tree organization. Hence the name root directory. It contains
entries both for files and subdirectories. A subdirectory, in turn,
may contain entries both for files and other subdirectories. The
diagram below illustrates a simple tree structure.
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Subdirectories also give a measure of file protection. Filenames
used in MS-DOS commands relate only to the current directory, or a
directory specified in a search path. (The concept of paths is
described below.)

Files are normally created and edited using the current directory,
unless another directory is specified. Thus, files in different user
directories on the same disk are protected, when, for example, the
same filename is given independendy by different users to different
files.

Subdirectories are given names similar in format to filenames. To
avoid confusion, MS-DOS prevents the same name being used in a
subdirectory for both a file and another subdirectory.

Paths
MS-DOS assumes that any file specified in a command is located in
the current directory on the disk in the default drive, unless another
drive and/or a search path of subdirectories is specified.

A search path can start from either the root directory, or from the
current directory, on the disk in the default or designated drive and
travel down the branches. It takes the following form.

[\] [dirname ] [ \dirname [.. J ] filename]

dirname specifies the name(s) of the subdirectorie(s) along the
search path. The initial backslash character specifies a search path
beginning with the root directory. Otherwise, the search path starts
at the current directory. The final backslash character separates the
path from an appended filename.

To locate the file FILE in the subdirectory F, the following path can
be specified, starting from the root directory (the directory structure
illustrated on the preceding page is assumed):

\B\C\F\FILE

If the subdirectory C is the the current directory, the following path
can be used as well:

F\FILE

Alternatively, a search path that travels upwards towards the root,
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can be specified using the double period directory name specifier
(..). Each time the double period is specified, MS-DOS backs up
one level to the parent directory of the current subdirectory.

If the subdirectory C in the tree structure illustrated on the preceding
page is still the current directory, this search path backs up one level
to the director B (the parent directory), from which it travels to the
subdirectory D:

..\D\

The complete directory structure currently existing on a disk may be
displayed by using the TREE command. This command has the
following format:

TREE [d:][/F]

If the switch /F is included, also the filenames contained in the
directories are displayed.

Using the PATH Command

Using the PATH command, default search paths can be specified to
instruct MS-DOS where it can find external MS-DOS command
files, batch files and other executable program files, i.e. files with
the extension .COM, .EXE, or .BAT in their filenames. The PATH
command is very useful when such riles are included not only in the
root directory but also in one or more subdirectories.

These search paths are followed whenever the required rile cannot
be found in the current directory. Such a search path is not restricted
to the disk in the default drive, but may be specified tor any drive in
the system.

If a program or batch rile is not found in the current directory, this
PATH command instructs MS-DOS to search for the file in the
subdirectory A under the root directory7 :

PATH \A

Several search paths may be specified in a PATH command. A
semicolon is used to end a search path, and instructs MS-DOS to
search the next path specified.

This PATH command instructs MS-DOS to search for a program or
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batch file first in the root directory, then, if not found, in the
subdirectory B under the root directory, and then finally in C under
B:

PATH \;\B;\B\C

The search path(s) currently used by MS-DOS for program and
batch file location may be displayed at any time by entering the
PATH keyword alone. The following example indicates the
information displayed after using this command and illustrates a
typical series of search parts.

C:\; C:\WORDS; C:\WORDS\EXTRA; A:\

If only the delimiting semicolon is entered after the PATH keyword

PATH ;

all previously defined search paths are cancelled.

Creating Subdirectories

Subdirectories can be created anywhere in the directory structure
using the MKDIR (or MD) command. This command has the
following format:

MKDIR [d:]path or MD [d:]path

For example, the following command creates the new subdirectory
NOVELTY at a directory level under that of the current directory on
the disk in the default drive:

MKDIR NOVELTY

Changing the Current Directory

The current directory can be changed from one subdirectory to
another using the CHDIR (or CD) command. This command has the
following format:

CHDIR or CD \[d:}path}

To obtain the name of the current working directory, the CHDIR or
CD keyword alone is entered.
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If the CHDIR or CD command has not been used, the root directory
is the current directory.

Removing Subdirectories

A subdirectory can be removed from anywhere in the directory
structure using the RMDIR (or RD) command, provided that the
subdirectory is empty. This command has the following format:

RMDIR [d:\path or RD [d:\path

Volume Labels
The root directory' on all disks can have, in addition to the entries for
files and subdirectories, an entry for a volume label. This label
identifies a disk when MS-DOS displays information during, for
example, the directory display (DIR) or check disk (CHKDSK)
commands.

A volume label consists of up to 1 1 characters. It may include
spaces but not the following characters:

*? / \ l .  , ; :  + = <>[ ]

A volume label may be assigned when a disk is formatted using the
FORMAT command and the /V option, or later using the LABEL
command.

The VOL command may be used to display the volume label of a
disk.

Redirection, Filters and Piping
MS-DOS accepts user input via the keyboard, and responds by
displaying messages and information on the screen.

A redirection facility is available from MS-DOS whereby input can
be obtained from a source other than the keyboard, or output sent to
a destination other than the screen. Input may come either from a
disk file or another device such as the asynchronous
communications adapter. Similarly, output may also go either to a
disk file or to another device such as a printer.
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Using Redirection for Program Input
The symbol (<) within a MS-DOS command line enables the
program input to come from a different source. Instead of receiving
data from the standard input device, the keyboard, the program can
receive input from either a disk file, or system device other than the
keyboard.

A command line using input redirection has the following format:

progfUename <[d:][path]filename\devicename

where progfUename is the program receiving redirected input, and
filename] devicename is the disk file or device from which input is
obtained.

For example, in the following command line the file
PRCX3ESS.COM receives input from the file INDATA.TXT:

PROCESS.COM cINDATA.TXT

Using Redirection for Program Output
The symbol (>) within a MS-DOS command line enables the
redirection of program output Instead of sending data to the
standard output device, the screen, the program can send output data
to either a disk file, or system device other than the screen.

A command line using output redirection may take either of the two
following formats:

progfilename >[d:][path]filename\devicename, or

progfilename >>[d:][path]filename]devicename

where progfilename is the program sending redirected output, and
filename] devicename is the disk file or device to which output is
sent

If the character symbol (>) is used, and output is redirected to a disk
file, then the file filename is created. If the file exists already it is
truncated to zero length.

For example, the following command line redirects the output of the
DIR command to the file DAYDIR.TXT, instead of to the screen:

DIR >DAYDIR.TXT
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and this command line sends the output of the DIR command to the
printer:

DIR >PRN

If the symbol (») is used, and output is redirected to a disk file,
then the file filename is opened, or created, and the write pointer is
positioned at the end of the file so that the redirected output is
appended to the file.

For example, the following command line appends the output of the
DIR command to the file WEEKDIR.TXT, instead of displaying the
data on the screen:

DIR »WEEKDIR.TXT

Filter Programs

A filter program reads data from the keyboard (the standard input
device), modifies the data, and sends the output to the screen (the
standard output device).

The following three filter programs are available from MS-DOS:

• SORT, which performs an ASCII sorting operation on text data
• FIND, which searches files for specified strings of text
• MORE, which displays one screen of data at a time

An example of filter program application is given in the following
command line, which also illustrates both input and output
redirection symbols. Data obtained from the file INDATA.TXT is
sorted and output to the file OUTDATA.TXT:

SORT <INDATA.TXT >OUTDATA.TXT

Piping Program Data

MS-DOS allows the output of one program to be directed, or piped,
to another program, without the intermediate intervention of a peri-
pheral device.

The symbol (|) within a MS-DOS command line enables the piping
of data between programs.
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A command line using piping has the following format:

progfilename | progfilename[ | progfilename]

where progfilename specifies the programs between which piping
takes place.

In the following command line, output from the DIR command is
piped to the SORT program, which subsequently displays the
directory entries in alphabetic order on the screen.

DIR ISORT

Subsequent program filenames may be appended to a command line
to process output from the last program specified. For example, in
the following command line all the entries contained in the current
directory are examined by the FIND program to locate files having
the extension .TXT. These entries are then piped into the SORT
program, which subsequently displays them in alphabetic order on
the screen

DIR IFIND " TXT" |SORT
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MS-DOS Commands
Command Notation

The command keyword is shown in upper case, for example,

DIR

Command parameter variables are shown in lower case, for
example,

TYPE filename

Items optional to the command are shown in square brackets, for
example,

DIR [filename]

Items having alternate forms are shown with the alternatives
separated by a vertical bar, for example,

VERIFY [ON|OFF]

Items followed by three periods may be repeated as many times as
required, for example,

ASSIGN [x=y[...]]

Command Parameters
date The date parameter consists of the day (dd), month (mm), and
year (yy). The order may vary according to national custom
(mm-dd-yy, dd-mm-yy, or yy-mm-dd). To delimit these items, either
the - (hyphen), / (slash) or . (period) can be used.

dirname The directory parameter specifies the name of a
subdirectory consisting of 1 to 8 characters. It may be optionally
followed by an extension consisting of a period (.) followed by 1 to
3 characters.

d: The drive parameter consists of a drive letter followed by a
colon.
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filename The filename parameter consists of 1 to 8 characters and
may be optionally followed by an extension. The extension consists
of a period (.) followed by 1 to 3 characters. The wildcard characters
question mark (?) and asterisk (*) may be used in some commands
to replace single and multiple filename characters respectively.

path The path parameter specifies a path of subdirectories and takes
the form:

[\] [dirname} [ \iirname [...] ] [\]

Invoking External Commands Using Paths
External MS-DOS command files, batch files and other executable
files (files with the extension .COM, .EXE, or .BAT in their
filenames) can be invoked using paths:

[d:][pa/h]COMMAND [parameters]

Consequently, instead of being limited to invoking commands/
programs that are either in the current directory or can be found
through the predefined path specified in the latest executed PATH
command, the path of a command/program can be given. For
example:

c:\DOS33\format a:

starts the execution of the FORMAT command; the file FORMAT
.COM is included in the subdirectory DOS33 on the hard disk C.

Commands and Networks
Most MS-DOS commands can be used on network disks, directories
and printers. However, do not use the commands CHKDSK, DISK-
COMP, DISKCOPY, FDISK, FORMAT, JOIN, LABEL,
RECOVER, SUBST, and SYS.
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Commands

APPEND (External)

Specifies a search path for data files. The APPEND command has
three possible formats.

First use only:

APPEND [/X][/E]

To specify directories to be searched:

APPEND [J:] path

To delete appended paths:

APPEND;

[d: specifies the path to search.

/X extends the search path for data files, so that MS-DOS first
searches the current directory for data files. If MS-DOS does not
find the needed data files there, it searches the first directory in the
APPEND search path. If the files are still not found, MS-DOS
continues to the second appended directory and so on. MS-DOS will
not search the subsequent directories once the data files are located.

/E causes the APPEND paths to be stored in the MS-DOS
environment, thus making it possible to view and change the path
values with the SET command.

You can specify more than one path to search by separating each
with a semicolon (;). If you type the APPEND command with the
path option a second time, MS-DOS discards the old search path and
uses the new one.

ASSIGN (External)

ASSIGN [x=y [...]]

Routes requests from drive x to drive y, etc.
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ATTRIB (External)

ATTRIB [+R|-R][+Al|-A][J:][pdrh]/IZe/iame[/S]

Sets or displays the attributes of a file.

+R marks the specified file with a read-only attribute.

-R disables the read-only attribute of the specified file.

+A sets the archive attribute of a file.

-A clears the archive attribute of a file.

/S processes all files in the specified directory and its subdirectories.

BACKUP (External)

BACKUP [d:][path][filename] d:[ /S][ /M][ /A][ /P]
[ /V:date][ /T:hh:mm][ /L:logfilename][/¥]

Backs up files from disk to disk.

The filename parameter is the file to be backed up, and the second
drive parameter specifies the drive containing the backup disk.

/S includes files in all subdirectories beyond the default or specified
directory, in addition to the files in the default or specified directory.

/M includes only modified files in the backup process.

/A adds the files backed up to those already on the disk.

/P enables as many files as possible to be packed onto the backup
disk.

/D includes only files written on or after the specified date in the
backup process.

/T includes only files written on or after the specified time in the
backup process.

/L creates a backup log file. The default filename is BACKUP
.LOG.

/F causes the target disk to be formatted if it is not already.
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Example:
BACKUP C:\EWD AT A\*. DOC :/m/a/f

This command line backs up new and modified files with the exten-
sion .doc from the directory EWDATA on the hard disk to a second
diskette drive, without erasing previous contents of the back up disk.
If an unused diskette is inserted it will be formatted before the back
up starts.

BREAK (Internal)

BREAK [ON|OFF]

Specifies conditions for Ctrl-Break checking.

CHAR LOAD (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

CHARLOAD [Filename][/SO|/Sl]

Loads a new ontfile. These files can be created by the user with the
MS-Windows FONTEDIT application.

/SO loads the fontfile to the first character set. The first character
becomes active.

/SI loads the fontfile to the second character set The second
character set becomes active.

CH CP (External)

CHCP [nnn]

Displays or changes the current code page for the system and
prepared devices.
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nnn specifies the desired code page. If omitted the operating code
page is displayed.

See also National Language Support.

CHDIRorCD (Internal)

CHDIR [[d:]parh]

or

CD [[d:]pai/t]

Changes the current directory.

CHKDSK (External)

CHKDSK [d:][pa//x][/l/ename][/F][/V]

Checks a disk or a file and reports status.

/V reports the progress of disk or file verification.

/F cprrects the disk errors found.

CLS (Internal)

CLS

Clears the screen.

COMMAND (External)

COMMAND [dt\[path\[devicename][lP}[IC string][ftL*.nnnnn\

Starts another copy of the command interpreter COMMAND.COM.

ZP causes the new command interpreter to become permanent in
memory.

/C causes the new command interpreter to execute the command
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specified by string and then exit back to the previous command
processor. If both /P and /C parameters are specified together, then
the /P parameter is ignored.

ITL-.nnnnn specifies the environment size, where nnnnn is the size
in bytes, ranging from 160 to 32.768. MS-DOS rounds this number
up to the next logical paragraph boundary. The default value is 160
bytes.

Used without parameters, it causes a new copy of the command
interpreter to be loaded.

COMP (External)

COMP [dl:][pathl]\filenamel] [d2:][path2][filename2]

Compares files.

dl : specifies the driver for the first filename.

pathl specifies the path for the first filename.

filenamel specifies the first filename. Wildcards are allowed.

d2: specifies the driver for the second filename.

path2 specifies the path for the second filename.

filename2 specifies the second filename. Wildcards are allowed.

COPY (Internal)
< — 4 '> c ;

COPY [l\\l ][d:][path]ftlename [J:[paZ/z]][/A|/Bl[/V]

Copies files, keeping the same name.

COPY [/A |/B ] [J: ] [path ]oldfilename[/ A |/B ]
[d:][path]newfilename[/A\/B][/V]

Copies files and gives the copy a different name.

COPY [/A|/B][d:][par/i]/iZenflme[/A|/B][+[J:][p l/iZenflme
[/A|/B][...]] [d:][path][newfilename][/A\/B][/V]

Concatenates files while copying.
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The filename parameters define the source files and the
newfilename is the concatenated copy. If newfilename is omitted,
files are copied and concatenated using only the first source
filename.

/V verifies the copying process.

/A indicates that a source file contains ASCII text.

/B indicates that a source file contains binary data.

The switches /A and /B apply to the preceding filename and all
following files until a further /A or /B switch occurs.

CITY (Internal)

CTTY devicename

Switches control between the standard input/output device
(keyboard/screen) and an auxiliary input/output device.

DATE (Internal)

DATE [date]

Enters or displays the date.

DEL (Internal)

DEL [d:][path}[filename]

Deletes files. An alternative keyword is ERASE.

DEMO (External)

Demonstrates the features of the NDC 286.
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DIR (Internal)

DIR [4Z:][pöZ/i][/nenzzme][/P][/W]

Lists filenames in a directory.

/P displays filenames one screen at a time.

/W displays filenames only.

DISKCOMP (External)

DISKCOMP [J:][J:][/l][/8]

Compares diskettes.

/I  allows only the first side of the two diskettes to be compared.

/8 allows only the first 8 sectors per track to be compared.

DISKCOPY (External)

DISKCOPY [J:][J:][/1]

Copies a diskette.

/ I  allows only the first side of the diskette to be copied.

D ISP DI AG (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

DISPDIAG is a display controller and monitor test program for the
NDC 286.
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ERASE (Internal)

ERASE [d\][path]\filename]

Deletes files. An alternative keyword is DEL.

ERICLOCK (External)

ERICLOCK

Displays date and time.

ERIMODE (External)

ERIMODE LPT#: [charactersperline][,[linespacing][,P]]

Sets the operational mode of the printer.

Note: This command is to be used only with the display units 3111,
3712/ 15, and 91 16.

# specifies the device number (1, 2,  or 3), and P specifies
continuous retries on time-out errors.

ERIMODE displaymode

Sets the operational mode of the display adapter.

displaymode may take the following values:

40 sets the display width to 40 characters per line.

80 sets the display width to 80 characters per line.

B W40 sets the display mode to black and white at  40 characters per
line. Color or gray-tones display is disabled.

BW80 sets the display mode to black and white at 80 characters per
line. Color or gray-tones display is disabled.

CO40 sets the display mode to color or gray- tones at 40 characters
per line.
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CO80 sets the display mode to color or gray-tones at 80 characters
per line.

MONO sets the display mode to monochrome. This mode always
has a display width of 80 characters per line.

ERIMODE COM#: MtZ[ anry[, to s[ p to[,P]]]]

Sets the operational mode of the asynchronous communications
adapter.

# specifies the device number (1 through 4), and P specifies
continuous retries on time-out errors.

ERIMODE LPT#:=COM#:

Redirects output destined for a parallel printer to a serial
asynchronous communications adapter.

# specifies device number 1 through 3 for printer LPT, and device
number 1 through 4 for asynchronous communications adapter
COM.

ERIMODE UNDERLINE=ON/OFF
or
ERIMODE ULN-ON/OFF

Sets the underline attribute on the screen.

ERIMODE REVERSE=ON/OFF
or
ERIMODE REV=ON/OFF

Sets the reverse attribute on the screen. ERIMODE UNDERLINE
and ERIMODE REVERSE are valid only for display units
(monitors) 3712 and 3715.

ERITABL (External)

ERITABL [[d-.]\_path\filename\

Loads the additional character table required for graphic modes.

Note: This command is to be used only with the display units 3111,
3712/15, and 91 16.
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EXIT (Internal)

EXIT

Exits the current command interpreter.

FASTOPEN (External)

FASTOPEN d:[=nnn]...

Decreases the amount of time needed to open frequently-used files
and directories on hard disks. FASTOPEN will not work over a
network.

nnn specifies the number of frequently-used files and directories for
the specified drive.

FIND (External)

FIND [/V][/C][/N] H srnng H [[d:][par/i]/iZenflm€[..J]

Searches files for a string of text.

/V displays lines not containing the string.

/N displays lines containing the string with line number.

/C displays the number of occurrences of the string in each file.

FONT (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

FONT loads a table of Hercules compatible ASCII characters 128-
155 into memory.
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FORMAT (External)

Formats a disk.

FORMAT J:[/l][/4][/8][/V][/S][/N:xx][/T:yy]

/ I  formats a diskette for single-sided use.

/4 is used to format a 320/360 kB diskette in a 1.2 MB (high
capacity) diskette drive.

/8 formats a diskette for use at 8 sectors per track. Defaults to 9
sectors per track.

/S copies the hidden system files and COMMAND.COM to the
disk.

/V allows the entry of a volume label.

/T:xx specifies the number of tracks on the disk. This switch
formats 3 1/2” diskettes to the number of tracks specified. For 720
kB diskettes and 1.44 MB diskettes, this value is 80 (/T:80).

/N:yy specifies the number of sectors per track. This sector formats
a 3 1/2” diskette to the number of sectors specified. For 720 kB
diskettes this value is 9 (/N:9).

GRAFTABL (External)

GRAFTABL [nnn]

or

GRAFTABL/sta/ws

Enables an extended character set to be displayed when using
display adapters in graphics mode.
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Together with the display adapter NDC 286 and applications for
Hercules compatible graphics software you must use the commands
FONT and HGC.

nnn specifies the desired code page.

/status displays the active character set.

Note: When using display units 3111,3712115, or 9116, you must
use the ERITABL command.

GRAPHICS (External)

GRAPHICS [pn/iter][/R][/B]

Loads support program for hard copy of graphics.

printer specifies the type of printer to be used. The parameter may
take the following values:

COLORI prints on an IBM Personal Computer Color Printer or
fully compatible printer with black ribbon.

COLOR4 prints on an IBM Personal Computer Color Printer or
fully compatible printer with RGB (red, green, blue, and black)
ribbon.

COLORS prints on an IBM Personal Computer Color Printer or
fully compatible printer with CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black) ribbon.

GRAPHICS prints on an IBM Personal Graphics Printer or fully
compatible printer.

The default value of the printer parameter is GRAPHICS.

/R reverses the printout image (positive/negative presentation)
relative to the screen image.

/B prints the background in color. This option is only valid for
COLOR4 and COLOR8 printers.
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HGC (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

HGC [FULL|HALF]

HGC makes it possible to run Hercules compatible graphics
software on the NDC 286.

FULL allows you to run textmode software and Hercules
compatible graphics software.

HALF must be used if the NDC 286 coexists with another display
adapter.

JOIN (External)

JOIN [J: d:\dirname]

Joins a disk drive to a specific directory.

JOIN d: /D

Disconnects (unjoins) a disk drive.

KEYB (External)

KEYB [xx[,[yyy],[[d:][par/i]/ZZe/zame]]]

Loads support program for national keyboards.

xx specifies the keyboard code.

yyy specifies the desired code page.

[[d:][path]filename] specifies the drive, path, and filename of the
keyboard definition file (KEYBOARD. SYS) to support the national
language.

See also National Language Support.
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LABEL (External)

LABEL [d:][volumelabel\

Creates, changes or deletes a volume label on a disk.

MKDIR Or MD (Internal)

MKDIR [d:]path

or

MD [d:]path

Creates a subdirectory.

MODE (External)

Sets the operational modes for devices.

Together with the display adapter NDC 286 you must use the
command XMODE.

Note: When using display units 3111, 3712/15, or 9116, you must
use the ERIMODE command.

The MODE command has several different formats:

Option 1. Parallel Printer Mode:

MODE LPTn[:][c/uzrs][,[Zznes][ ]]

n specifies the printer number 1, 2, or 3. The default value is 1.

chars specifies characters per line: 80 or 132. The default value is
80.

lines specifies vertical spacing, lines per inch: 6 or 8. The default
value is 6.
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p specifies that MODE tries continuously to send output to the
printer if a time-out error occurs. This option causes part of the
MODE program to remain resident in memory.

Option 2. Asynchronous Communication Mode:

MODE COMm[:]baud[,parity[,databits[ stopbits[ 9 p]]]]

m specifies the asynchronous communication (COM) port number:
1, 2, 3, or 4. The default value is 1.

baud specifies the first two digits of the transmission rate: 110, 150,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, or 19,200.

parity specifies the parity: N (none), O (odd), or E (even). The
default value is E.

databits specifies the number of data bits: 7 or 8. The default value
is 7.

stopbits specifies the number of stop bits: 1 or 2. If baud is 1 10, the
default value is 2; otherwise the default value is 1.

p specifies that MODE is using the COM port for a serial printer
and continuously retrying if time-out errors occur. This option
causes part of the MODE program to remain resident in memory.

Option 3. Redirecting Parallel Printer Output:

MODE LPTn[:]=C0MM:]

Redirects output destined for a parallel printer to a serial
asynchronous communications adapter.

Option 4. Display Modes:

MODE display
or
MODE [display] hift[d]

display specifies one of the following values: 40, 80, BW40, BW80,
CO40, CO80, or MONO. 40 and 80 indicate the number of charac-
ters per line. BW and CO refer to a color graphics monitor adapter
with color disabled (BW) or enabled (CO). MONO specifies a
monochrome display adapter with a constant display width of 80
characters per line.
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shift specifies whether to shift the display to the left or to the right.
Valid values are L (for left) or R (for right).

t tells MS-DOS to display a test pattern in order to align the display
on the screen.

Option 5. Device Code Page Modes:

MODE device CODEPAGE PREPARE=
[yyy] [drive-.] [path]filename]
and
MODE device CODEPAGE SELECT=yyy
MODE device CODEPAGE REFRESH
MODE device CODEPAGE [/STATUS]

device specifies the device to support code page switching. Valid
device names are CON, LPT1, LPT2, and LPT3.

yyy specifies a code page. Valid code pages are 437, 850, 860, 863,
and 865.

filename identifies the name of the Code Page Information (.cpi)
file MS-DOS should use to prepare a code page for the device
specified.

There are four keywords that you can use with the MODE device
CODEPAGE command. Each causes the MODE command to
perform a different function:

PREPARE tells MS-DOS to prepare code pages for a given device.
You must prepare a code page for a device before you can use it
with that device.

SELECT specifies which code page you want to use with a device.
You must prepare a code page before you can select it.

REFRESH if the prepared code pages for a device are lost due to
hardware or other error, this keyword reinstates the prepared code
pages.

/STATUS displays the current code pages prepared and/or selected
for a device. Note that the following commands both produce the
same results:

mode con codepage
mode con codepage/status
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Typing /status is optional

For more information about code pages, see the section National
Language Support.

You can use the following abbreviations with the MODE command
for code page modes:

CP
/STA
PREP
SEL
REF

CODEPAGE
/STATUS
PREPARE
SELECT
REFRESH

MON SAVE (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

MONSAVE [/m]

Enables the monitor save feature. When the monitor save feature is
enabled the display turns itself off if there has not been any key-
strokes during the last five minutes. Press any key to turn the display
on.

By running the XMODEcommand you can change the monitor save
setting.

/m timesetting (1-59 minutes)

MORE (External)

MORE

Enables the display of one screen of data at a time.
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N DC (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

Makes it possible to change the cursor of the NDC 286 by software.

NLSFUNC (External)

NLSFUNC [[d:][path]filename]

Loads country-specific information.

filename specifies the file containing country-specific information.

See also National Language Support.

PARKHD (External)

PARKHD

Prepares the hard disk unit for transportation. PARKHD must be
used every time the equipment is to be moved.

PATH (Internal)

PATH

Specifies directory search paths for program and batch files.
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PRINT (External)

PRINT [[/D:devicename][fB:buffsize][/V:busytick][fM:maxtick]
[/S:timeslice][/Q :queuesize][d:][path][filename][/T][/C][/P][ ]]

Controls the print queue. Used without parameters, PRINT displays
the print queue contents.

D specifies the print device. The default device is PRN. If used
this switch must be the first one.

/B specifies the number of bytes to be allocated in memory for the
internal buffer. The default value is 5 12 bytes.

/U specifies the number of computer clock ticks that the PRINT
command will wait for until the printer is available. The default
value is one clock tick.

/M specifies how many computer clock ticks the PRINT command
can have to print a file. The default value is two clock ticks. This
switch can take any value between 1 and 255.

/S specifies the time slice value. The default value is 8 time slices.
This switch can take any value between 1 and 255.

/Q specifies the number of files allowed in the print queue. This
parameter can take any value between 4 and 32. The default value is
10.

/P adds the file preceding this switch to the print queue, together
with all subsequent files in the command line up to the next
occurrence of a cancel switch /C, if any.

/C cancels, or removes, the file preceding this switch from the print
queue, together with all subsequent riles in the command up to the
next occurrence of the print switch /P, if any.

/T terminates printing and removes all files currently from the print
queue. If a rile is currently being printed, the printing stops.

If no switches are specified, the /P switch is assumed, and any files
specified by the PRINT command line are queued for printing.

The switches can only be specified the first time PRINT is used.
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PROMPT (Internal)

PROMPT [prompttext]

Defines a new prompt or restores the system prompt. If prompttext
is omitted, the original MS-DOS system prompt is restored. The
parameter prompttext may contain meta-strings of the form $c
where c represents one of the following parameters:

$ the ASCH character $
t the current time
d the current date
p the current directory of the default drive
v the current MS-DOS version number
n the default drive
g the ASCII character >
I the ASCII character <
b the ASCII character |
q the ASCII character =
h a backspace and deletion of the previous character
e the ASCII escape character ESC

the ASCII carriage return line feed sequence.

RECOVER (External)

RECOVER [dz][path]filename

or

RECOVER d:

Recovers a file or all files from disk.

RENAME or REN (Internal)

RENfAME] [dz][path]oldfilename newfilename

Changes the name of a file.
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REPLACE (External)

REPLACE [ ][pa/h7]AZename[(Z:][parÄ2][/A][/P][/R][/S][/W]

Selectively replaces files in the target directory with files of the
same name in the source directory.

[d:][pathl]filename defines the source files. The filename may
contain wildcard characters.

[d:][pat/i2] defines the target path.

/A adds new files to the target directory instead of replacing existing
ones. You may not use this switch with the /S switch.

/P prompts you before a file is added or replaced, this allows
selective replacing and adding.

/R replaces read-only files as well as unprotected files. If you do not
specify this switch, any attempt to replace a read-only file causes an
error and stops the replace process.

/S searches all subdirectories of the target directory while it replaces
matching files. This switch is incompatible with the /A switch.
REPLACE never searches subdirectories in the source path.

/W waits for you to insert a diskette before beginning to search for
source files. If you do not specify the /W switch, REPLACE begins
replacing or adding files immediately.

You cannot use the REPLACE command to update hidden system
files.

RESTORE (External)

RESTORE J:[J:][pa ][/7Zename][/S][/P][/B: e][/A:rfate]
[lE:hh:mm\[lL:hh:mm\[ /M][ /N]

Restores backup files from backup disk to a disk. Only files
previously written to disk using the BACKUP command may be
restored. The first parameter specifies the backup drive and the
second parameter is the destination drive. The filename specifies the
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file(s) to be restored.

/S restores all files.
/P prompts before restoring hidden or read-only files.
/B restores files last modified on or before the specified date.
/A restores files last modified on or after the specified date.
/E restores files last modified at or before the specified time.
/L restores files last modified at or after the specified time.
/M restores modified files only.
/N restores files not present on the target disk.

RMDIR or RD (Internal)

RMDIR [d:]path

or

RD [d:]path

Removes a subdirectory.

SELECT

SELECT [[Jl:]W2:] ]][yyy][xx]

First formats a diskette and then installs MS-DOS on it with desired
country-specific information and keyboard layout but without some
of the other installation-specific settings made by the installation
program. See also Configuration.

dl is the source drive.

d2 is the target drive

yyy specifies the country code.

xx specifies the keyboard code.
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SET (Internal)

SET [ nam e=[ para me ter]]

Inserts or displays environment strings.

SHARE (External)

SHARE [/¥:filespace][/L:locks]

Loads support program for file sharing and locking.

The /F -.file space parameter specifies the number of bytes to be
allocated in memory for recording filesharing information.

The blocks parameter specifies the number of locks required.

SORT (External)

SORT [/R][/+n]

Sorts ASCII data.

/R reverses the sort operation so that Z precedes A.
l+n specifies the start column for sorting.

SUBST (External)

SUBST [d*. d:path]

Defines a drive specifier to be used instead of a path.

d: specifies a drive letter to be used as a reference to another drive or
path.

d-.path specifies the drive or path to be referred to with a nickname.
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If no parameters at all are specified, the current substitutions are
displayed.

SUBST d:/D

Deletes a substitution.

SY S (External)

SYS J:

Copies the hidden system files to the specified drive.

TIME (Internal)

TIME [hh:mm:ss.xx]

Enters or displays the time.

TREE (External)

TREE [J:][/F]

Displays the directory structure.

/F displays the filenames contained in each subdirectory.

TYPE (Internal)

TYPE [d:][path]filename

Displays file contents.

VER (Internal)

VER

Displays the current MS-DOS version number.
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VERI FY (Internal)

VERIFY [ONjOFF]

Sets or resets verification mode (read after write) on disk.

VOL (Internal)

VOL [J:]

Displays the volume label.

XCOPY (External)

XCOPY [d:] aZ/j]/iZenfl/ne[d:][paZh][/IZ me][/A]
[/Dr Ze][/E][/M][/P][/S][/V][/W]

or

XCOPY [d:]path\filename][d:\[path][filename][lA]
[/D; Ze][/E][/M][/P][/S][/V][/W]

or

XCOPY Jd ZZi][/zZename][ ][pa/h][/zZe7wme][/A]
[/D:Jare][/E][/M][/P][/S][/V][/W]

Copies files and directories, including lower level directories if they
exist.

The first set of [d:][path][filenarne] specifies the source file or
directory that you want to copy. The source can be a drive, a path, a
filename, or any combination of the three.

The second set of [d:][path][filename] specifies the target. If you
omit the target parameters XCOPY assumes you want to copy the
files to the default directory.

/A copies only those files that have their archive bit set to one. For
information on how to set the archive attribute, see the ATTRIB
command.
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IV):da te copies source files modified on or after the specified date.

/E copies any subdirectories even if they are empty. If /E is not
specified, empty subdirectories are not created.

/M same as the /A switch, but after copying a file, it turns off the
archive bit in the source file.

/P prompts you before copying each file. You must respond to a
(Y/N?) prompt.

/S copies files in the source directory and in all lower level
subdirectories. /S does not create an empty subdirectory on the target
(unless /E is also specified). If you omit the /S switch, XCOPY
works only within one directory.

/V causes XCOPY to verify each file as it is written to the target to
make sure that the target files are identical to the source files.

/W causes XCOPY to wait for you to insert diskettes before
beginning to search for source files.

XMODE (External)

Note: This command is only to be used with the NDC 286.

XMODE [/IW][/IB][/AB][/AU][/SO][/Sl][/SR][/M-][/M+]

Allows you to change some of the settings of the NDC 286.

/IW set backgroundcolour to white.

/IB set backgroundcolour to black.

/AB select blue attribute encoding i.g. underlined characters will
appear without the underline on the screen.

/AU select underlined attribute encoding i.g. underlined characters
will appear underlined on the screen.

/SO activate character set 0 (IBM).

/SI activate the finnish/swedish Nakfa-character set.

/SR returns the original character sets.
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/M- disable monitor timeout feature.

/M+ enable monitor timeout feature.
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Batch Commands

Batch Files
A batch file may contain a series of internal and external MS-DOS
commands, as well as other executable programs with the extension
.COM, .EXE, or .BAT in their filenames.

A batch file may also contain special batch commands which can
modify and report on the execution of the other commands contained
in the file.

A batch file must always include the extension .BAT in its filename.

Batch files can be nested.

Starting a Batch File
A batch file is started from the MS-DOS prompt using the following
command line:

[J: ] [path\filename[parmlist\

parmlist defines the list of file parameters.

Up to ten parameters may be defined in the batch file using the for-
mat %n, where n is a digit from 0 to 9. The value n from 1 through 9
indicates the relative position of the parameter in the input parameter
list. %0 is always replaced by the name of the batch file.

MS-DOS Environment Variables
MS-DOS environment variables can be used in batch files in much
the same way as input parameters. Each environment variable is
preceded with and followed by a %. For example to use the value of
path use %path%.

In a batch file, the command DIR% compspec% will expand to DIR
A:\COMMAND.COM.
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Commands
All the following batch commands are internal commands.

CALL

CALL ld:][path\filename[argument\

Calls one batch file from within another without ending the first
batch file.

filename is the batch file you want to call. When filename
terminates, the calling batch file resumes running at the command
argument.

ECHO

ECHO [ON|OFF|messagetexZ]

Controls screen display and outputs messages.

Placing an character in front of an individual command line in a
batch file will prevent this line from echoing.

FOR

FOR %%variable IN (set) DO command

Enables repeated execution of commands. The parameter variable is
a single arbitrary alphabetic character. The parameter set is one
expression, or a number of expressions delimited by a space.
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GOTO

GOTO label

Transfers control to the command line following a label. The
parameter label is a string where the first 8 characters are
significant. A label in a batch file consists of a colon followed by the
label name, for example, :START.

IF

IF [NOT] condition command

Enables conditional execution of commands. The parameter
condition is one of the following: ERRORLEVEL number,
stringl~string2, or EXIST [d:][path]filename.

PAUSE

PAUSE [messagetext]

Suspends batch processing and displays a user prompt.

REM

REM [messagetext]

Displays a character string from within a batch file.

SHIFT

Allows a batch file to accept more than ten parameters.
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The EDUN Utility
EDLIN is a line editor that comes with MS-DOS. It can be used to
create and modify a text file (an ASCII file), such as a batch file.

Starting EDUN
EDLIN is started from the system prompt as follows:

[J:][pa//i]EDLIN [d:]\path]fUename

If the file is known to contain end-of-file (EOF) characters
embedded in the text, the alternate form of the EDLIN start
command is used:

[<Z:][par/i]EDLIN [d:]\path\filenamels

Creating a New File
If the name of a non-existing file is specied in the EDLIN start
command, a new file is created with the specified file name. This is
indicated by this message, followed by the EDLIN prompt asterisk
(*):

New File

Text may now be entered using the EDLIN command ’’Insert Lines”.

Editing an Existing File
If the name of an existing file is specied in the EDLIN start
command, the file is loaded from disk into memory until the EOF
character is encountered. The following is displayed:

End of input file

Editing can now proceed using the EDLIN command set

Saving a File
When the editing session is complete, the file may be saved using
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the command ’’End Edit”. If an already existing file was edited, the
original file is given a backup filename extension .BAK, and the
previous backup copy, if any, is erased . The new or edited file is
saved under the name specified when starting EDLIN.

EDUN Commands

Entering EDLIN Commands

Commands may be input to EDLIN in response to the prompt
asterisk (*).

Commands become effective on pressing the Enter key, and may be
aborted by pressing Ctrl-Break. The MS-DOS editing keys can
simplify entering and repeating EDLIN commands.

Command Parameters

line Line number, a decimal integer (1 to 65529)
n Number of lines
string Text character string
? Prompt request character

EDLIN Command Set

Append Lines

[n]A

Adds lines from disk to the file currently being edited.
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Copy Lines

[line],[line]Jine[ 9count]C

Copies the range specified by the first two line numbers to the
location ahead of the third line number, and repeats the copy
operation count times.

Delete Lines

[line][,line]D

Deletes the range of lines specified.

Edit Lines

[Z/ne]

Specifies the number of a line for editing.

End Edit

E

Exits EDLIN, saving the edited file.

Insert Lines

[ZmeJI

Inserts text lines into the file being edited.

When a new text line has been typed, it is input into memory by
pressing the Enter key.

If no new text lines are required, pressing Ctrl-Break cancels the
’’Insert Lines” mode and returns to the EDLIN prompt asterisk (*).
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List Lines

[line][Jine]L

Displays the range of lines specified without changing the current
line.

Move Lines

[tine],[line]JineM

Moves the range of lines specified by the first two line numbers to
the location ahead of the third line number.

Page

[ö/ie][Jine]P

Displays the range of lines specified, and changes the current line to
the last line displayed.

Quit Edit

Q
Exits EDLIN without saving the current file.

Replace Text

[Zine][ ne][?]R[sfri/ig][F6siring]

Replaces the first string of text with the second string in the range of
lines specified.
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Search Text

[ZZne][,ZZne][?]S[srring]

Locates a string in the range of lines specified.

Transfer Lines

[line XV[d:[filename

Inputs the file contents ahead of the specified line.

Write Lines

[n]W

Writes lines from the file currently being edited to disk.
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Configuration
In many cases, there are installation-specific settings for MS-DOS
that must be configured at system startup. For example, this must be
done for an optional device driver, such as a real-time clock or a
RAM disk (virtual disk).

A configuration file, CONFIG.SYS, and an AUTOEXEC.BAT file
are set up when MS-DOS is installed and, in most cases, these files
will not have to be changed.

When MS-DOS is started or restarted, it searches the root directory
on the system disk for the CONFIG.SYS file, and the commands
specified within it are performed. Then the AUTOEXEC.BAT file is
searched for, and the commands within that file are executed.

After you have installed MS-DOS on a disk the CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT files look something like the following.

The CONFIG.SYS File:

COUNTRY=xxx,yyy, C:\DOS33\COUNTRY.SYS
FILES=20
BUFFERS=nn

xxx and yyy depend on your national version of MS-DOS.

nn is a number between 3 and 20 depending on the size of memory
available.

C:\DOS33 is included in CONFIG.SYS only when DOS is installed
on a hard disk system.

The AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

PATH=C:\DOS33;
KEYBnn
ERITABL \DOS33\GRAFCHAR.SYS
GRAPHICS
PROMPT=$p$g
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PATH=C:\DOS33;

This command specifies a search path. It is included in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file only when DOS is installed on a hard disk
system.

KEYBnn

This command specifies the national keyboard layout used, nn is a
letter code indicating the language.

ERITABL \GRAFCHAR.SYS
or
GRAFTABL \GRAFCHAR.SYS

ERITABL is used with the display units 31 1 1, 3712, 3715, and
91 16. GRAFTABL is used with other display units. Both commands
enables an extended character set to be displayed when using display
adapters in graphics mode.

GRAPHICS

The GRAPHICS command loads a program that supports graphics
for printout from the screen (hard copy).

PROMPT=$p$g

This command defines the system prompt to display the current
directory of the default drive before the character >.

Configuration Commands
The CONFIG.SYS file may contain the following commands:

BREAK=

BREAK=ON|OFF

Specifies conditions for keyboard Ctrl-Break checking. OFF is
default.
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BUFFERS=

BUFFERS=nn

Specifies the number of disk buffers. The parameter nn is a number
from 1 through 99. Its default value is 3.

COUNTRY=

COUNTRY=xxx[,[yyy][,[ :]/iZenflm ]]

Specifies country-specific information such as collation sequence,
currency format, and date and time format.

For further information refer to the chapter National Language
Support.

xxx specifies the country code.

yyy specifies the code page.

d\ filename is the file containing country-specific information
(COUNTRY.SYS).

DEVICE

DEVICE=[d.d[pätf*]/*terta/n£

Specifies the name of an optional device driver.

DEVICE=ANSLSYS

Specifies a device driver that lets you use ANSI escape sequences in
real mode. These sequences are used to define functions for MS-
DOS. Specifically, you can change graphics functions and affect the
movement of the cursor.

DEVICE=DISPLAY.SYS CON[:][rype[,/iwp][,n,/n]]

Specifies a device driver that supports code page switching for the
console device. See also the chapter National Language Support.
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type the display adapter in use. Valid values include MONO, CGA,
EGA, and LDC.

hwcp the code page supported by the hardware.

n the number of additional code pages that can be supported. This
number is dependant on the hardware. For MONO and CGA n must
be 0. For EGA n can be 2. For LCD n can be 1.

m the number of sub-fonts supported for each code page.

DEVICE=DRIVER.SYS/D:JJJ[/T: ][/S:ss][/H:h/:][/C][/N][/F:/]

Specifies a device driver that supports external diskette drives.

lV:ddd specifies physical drive number, ranging from 0 to 255. The
first physical diskette drive is number 0 and is referenced as drive A
from the MS-DOS command line.

Drive number 1 is the second physical diskette drive.

Drive 2 is the third, which must be external.

To specify the first physical hard disk drive, use the value 128. The
value 129 specifies the second physical hard disk drive.

specifies the number of tracks per side (1-999). The default
value is 80.

/S:ss specifies the number of sectors per track (1-99). The default
value is 9 sectors per track.

/H:hh specifies the maximum number of heads (1-99). The default
number is 2 heads.

/C specifies that change-line (doorlock) support is required. This
means that the device driver will be able to tell whether the door of a
diskette drive is open or closed. If the door is open, the device driver
will assume that the drive does not have a disk in it yet

/N specifies a nonremovable block device. A hard disk is an
example of a nonremovable block device.
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/F:/ specifies the device type (form factor). The default value is 2.
Choose from the lable below:

0=  160/180 kB, or
0 = 320/360 kB
1 = 1.2MB
2 = 720 kB (3 1/2” diskette)
3 = 8” single density
5 = hard disk
6 = tape drive
7 = 1.44 MB (3 1/2” diskette)

DEVICE=PRINTER.SYS LPTx=[rype[,Äwp[ H ,...]][,n]]

Specifies a device driver that supports code page switching for
parallel ports LPT1, LPT2, and LPT3. See also the chapter National
Language Support.

type the printer in use.

hwcp the code page supported by the hardware.

n the number of additional code pages that can be supported. This
number is dependant on the hardware.

DEVICE=VDISK.SYS [ bbb][ ws][ ddd][:m]

Specifies a device driver that simulates a disk drive in the random
access memory (RAM) of the computer. The simulated disk drive is
referred to as a RAM disk or virtual disk. It allows fast storage and
retrieval of data and programs, considerably faster than
electromechanical disk drives.

The parameter bbb specifies the disk size in kilobytes. Its default
value is 64.

The parameter sss specifies the sector size in bytes. It can take any
of the values 128, 256 or 512. Its default value is 128.

The parameter ddd specifies the number of root directory entries. It
can take any value between 4 and 1024. Its default value is 64.

The parameter :m specifies the number of sectors to be transferred at
a time. It can take a value between 1 and 8. Its default value is 8.
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DRIVPARM=

DRIVPARM=/D:d [/T: ][/S:s5][/H:ÄÄ][/C][/N][/F:/|

This command allows you to define parameters for block devices
when you start MS-DOS, overriding the original MS-DOS device
driver settings.

/Dzddd specifies physical drive number, ranging from 0 to 255. This
means that drive number 0=A, 1=B, 2=C, etc.

/T:/tt specifies the number of tracks per side (1-999). The default
value is 80.

/S:s5 specifies the number of sectors per track (1-99). The default
value is 9 sectors per track.

IlV.hh specifies the maximum number of heads (1-99). The default
number is 2 heads.

/C specifies that change-line (doorlock) support is required. This
means that the device driver will be able to tell whether the door of a
diskette drive is open or closed. If the door is open, the device driver
will assume that the drive does not have a disk in it yet

/N specifies a nonremovable block device. A hard disk is an
example of a nonremovable block device.

/F:/ specifies the device type (form factor). The default value is 2.
Choose from the lable below:

0=  160/180 kB, or
0 = 320/360 kB
1 = 1.2MB
2 = 720 kB (3 1/2” diskette)
3 = 8" single density
5 = hard disk
6 = tape drive
7 = 1.44 MB (3 1/2" diskette)
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FCBS=

FCBS=/n,n

Determines the number of FCBs (File Control Blocks) that can be
open simultaneously when support for file sharing is loaded.

The parameter m specifies the number of FCBs. It is a number from
1 through 255. The default value is 4.

The parameter n specifies the number of files that are protected from
being closed if an application tries to open more than m files by
FCBs. It can take any value between 0 and the value of m. The
default value is 0.

FILES=

FILES=n/i

Specifies the number of files that can be open simultaneously. The
parameter nn is a number from 1 through 255. Its default value is 8.

LASTDRIVE=

LASTDRIVE=x

Specifies the maximum number of drives that can be accessed.

The parameter x is a letter between A and Z. Its default value is E.

SHELL=

S HELL= [d: ] [path filename

Specifies a shell (top-level) command interpreter to be loaded
instead of COMMAND.COM.
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STACKS=

STACKS=n

Allows you to override the default stack resources.

n is the number of stacks. The valid values range from 0 to 64.

5 is the size of each stack. The valid values range from 0 to 512.
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National Language Support
When you install MS-DOS on your system you choose between a
number of national keyboard layouts. This choice defines the
country code in the CONFIG.SYS file and the keyboard code in the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file.

The country code specifies the collation sequence, the currency
format and the date and time formats. The keyboard code specifies
the support program for the national keyboard layout.

National Language Support Codes

The following table lists each country (or language) supported by
MS-DOS. The table also lists the related country, keyboard and code
page codes. Code pages are dealt with further on in this chapter.
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Country or
Language

Country
Code

Code
Pages

Keyboard
Code

United States * 001 437,850 US
French-Canadian 002 863,850 CF
Latin America 003 437,850 LA
Netherlands 031 437,850 NL
Belgium 032 437,850 BE

France * 033 437,850 FR
Spain * 034 437,850 SP
Italy * 039 437,850 IT
Switzerland 041 437,850 SF,SG
United Kingdom 044 437,850 UK

Denmark * 045 865,850 DK
Sweden * 046 437,850 SV
Norway * 047 865,850 NO
Germany * 049 437,850 GR
English (Int.) * 061 437,850 —

Portugal 351 860,850 PO
Finland 358 437,850 su
Arabic countries 785 437 —
Israel 972 437 -

The language versions supported by the installation program are
marked with an asterisk (*) in the table.

Date and Time Formats

The following table lists the date and time formats related to each
country (or language group). These formats are determined by the
country code set in your CONFIG.SYS file.

For each country, the D ate Format column shows how MS-DOS
would display January 3, 1989, and the Time Format column shows
how MS-DOS would display 5:35 p.m. (with zero seconds and zero
hundreths of seconds).
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Country or
Language

Country
Code

Date
Format

Time
Format

United States 001 1-03-1989 17:35:00.00
French-Canadian 002 1989-01-03 17:35:00,00
Latin America 003 03/01/1989 17:35:00.00
Netherlands 031 03-01-1989 17:35:00,00
Belgium 032 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00

France 033 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00
Spain 034 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00
Italy 039 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00
Switzerland 041 03.01.1989 17.35.00.00
United Kingdom 044 03-01-1989 17:35:00.00

Denmark 045 03/01/1989 17.35.00,00
Sweden 046 1989-01-03 17.35.00,00
Norway 047 03/01/1989 17.35.00,00
Germany 049 03.01.1989 17.35.00,00
English (Int.) 061 03-01-1989 17:35:00.00

Portugal 351 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00
Finland 358 03.01.1989 17.35.00,00
Arabic countries 785 03/01/1989 17:35:00,00
Israel 972 03 01 1989 17:35:00.00

Code Paging

A code page contains a definition of a given character set.

At system initialization a default code page is defined in the
COUNTRY command in the CONFIG.SYS file.

Code page switching lets the user switch from the character sets
defined for some devices (EGA screens and certain types of printers)
at system initialization to different country specific character sets.

MS-DOS supports the following code pages:

• 437- United States code page.

• 850- multilingual code page. This code page includes all
characters for most languages of European, North
American, and South American countries.
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• 860- Portuguese code page.

• 863- French-Canadian code page.

• 865- Nordic code page. This code page includes all
characters for the Norwegian and Danish languages.

The code page tables are shown under Character Set Tables at the
end of this guide.

Hardware Support

The following devices do not support code page switching:

• Display units:
-3111
-3712/15
-9116

• Keyboards
- 1050
- 1051
-9140/41

• Printers
-7111
-7112
-7120
-7121
-7122

MS-DOS Commands Supporting Code Paging

The following MS-DOS commands support code paging:

CHCP
Displays and changes the current code page for the system and
prepared devices.

KEYB
Allows you to select a country-specific keyboard code for the
keyboard you are using, and a code page for the character set you
prefer. You may also select an alternative keyboard definition file
(other than the default KEYBOARD. SYS file) with this command, if
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another exists.

MODE
Includes several options dealing with code pages:

Preparing a code page for a device
Selecting a code page for a device
Displaying the code pages prepared and selected for a device
Refreshing code pages that were lost due to hardware error.

NLSFUNC
Loads the file containing country-specific information.

Configuration Commands Supporting Code Paging

The following configuration commands support code paging.

COUNTRY
Specifies the country-code, the code page, and the file containing
country-specific information (COUNTRY.SYS).

DEVICE=DISPLAY.SYS
Specifies a device driver that supports code page switching for the
console device.

DEVICE=PRINTER.SYS
Specifies a device driver that supports code page switching for
parallel ports LPT1, LPT2, and LPT3.

Installing Code Paging

To install code page switching you need to add the following
commands to the CONFIG.SYS file.

• DEVICE=DISPLAY.SYS to set up your console screen to use
code pages.

• DEVICE=PRINTER.S YS to set up your parallel printer to use
code pages.
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Code Page Switching

To switch between code pages you need to do the following:

• Prepare the code page for each device you intend to use with
the command MODE device CODEPAGE PREPARE.

• Change the code page for the system and all prepared devices
with the command CHCP.

A more detailed description of code paging is given in the Nokia
MS-DOS User’s Manual.
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Configuring Hard Disks
A hard disk can be divided into up to four separate sections called
partitions. Each partition belongs to one particular operating system.

An operating system can have more than one partition that belongs
to it. MS-DOS has two partition types. The first partition, and the
only one that is required to use MS-DOS on a hard disk, is called a
primary MS-DOS partition. This partition can be up to 32 MB in
size and must exist in order to start MS-DOS from the hard disk. The
hard disks delivered with the Nokia personal computers contain a
primary partition with the size of 32 MB, or the disk size, if less than
32 MB. The installation program installs MS-DOS and the
configuration files in this partition. In most cases you will need only
this MS-DOS partition for your entire disk.

The other type of partition that can be used by MS-DOS is called an
extended MS-DOS partition. This partition can be any size and it can
be subdivided into multiple areas called logical drives.

These logical drives can be any size up to 32 MB. Each logical drive
will be assigned a drive letter that is used to access that drive just
like a separate disk.

MS-DOS provides a utility called FDISK which is used to create,
change, and delete MS-DOS partitions on the hard disks used by the
system. The FDISK utility may also be used to change the size and
location of MS-DOS partitions, and to specify the active partition.
The active partition determines which operating system gains control
when the system is started or restarted. To create partitions for other
operating systems, you need to refer to the installation procedures
for those operating systems.

The FDISK utility is started from the system prompt by entering
FDISK and pressing the Enter key.
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Whenever FDISK is invoked the following menu is displayed.

FDisk Options
Current Hard Disk Drive : 1
Choose one of the following:
1. Create MS-DOS Partition
2. Change Active Partition
3. Delete MS-DOS Partition
4. Display Partition Data
5 . Select Next Hard Disk Drive

Enter choice: [1]
Press ESC to return to MS-DOS

Note: To put hard disks in transport position use the command
PARKHD.

Create a MS-DOS Partition

If you choose the first option on the main menu, and if your hard
disk is not yet completely partitioned, FDISK displays a screen like
the following. If no extended partitions exist, the third option is not
displayed:

Create MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive : 1
1. Create Primary MS-DOS Partition
2. Create Extended MS-DOS Partition
3. Create Logical MS-DOS Drive (s) in the Extended
MS-DOS

Partition
Enter choice: [1]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

Note: Reconfiguring your disk with FDISK destroys all existing
files. Be sure to have a backup of all files on your disk before you
create a MS-DOS partition with FDISK.
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Create Primary MS-DOS Partit ion

To create a primary MS-DOS partition, press the Enter key to
accept the default selection (1).

The Create Primary MS-DOS Par t i t ion  menu appears
next:

Create Primary MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive: 1
Do you wish to use the maximum size
for a MS-DOS partition and make the MS-DOS
partition active (Y/N)......... ? [Y]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

If you want to use the entire hard disk (up to 32 MB) for MS-DOS
press the Enter  key to accept the default selection (Y).

FDISK then displays the following message:

System will now restart
Insert MS-DOS diskette in drive A:
Press any key when ready . . .

Put your MS-DOS diskette in drive A and press any key to restart
MS-DOS.

Now that you have created your MS-DOS partition, you must format
your hard disk. If you want to store MS-DOS on your hard disk you
can run the installation program as described in the chapter
Installing MS-DOS.

Using Part of a Hard Disk for MS-DOS

You may choose to create a primary MS-DOS partition smaller than
the maximum size. To do this, type N (for No) in response to the
ques-tion on the first Create  Primary MS-DOS Par t i t i on
menu. FDISK displays a second Crea te  Primary MS-DOS
Par t i t ion  menu like the following. From this menu, you can
specify the size of the primary MS-DOS partition:

Create Primary MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive: 1
Partition Status Type Start End Size
Total disk space is 1024 cylinders. Maximum space
available for partition is 732 cylinders.
Enter pairtition size............ [ 732]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options
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The space available on your hard disk is measured in cylinders, also
called tracks. This menu shows the total number of cylinders
available for a hard disk partition, and prompts you to enter the size
of your new partition. The default size for the partition is the
maximum available space on the hard disk. Press the Enter key if
you want the default size; otherwise, type the size (in cylinders) that
you want for the partition, and press the Enter key.

Any part of the disk that you do not use for the primary MS-DOS
partition may be used for an extended MS-DOS partition.

Create Extended MS-DOS Partition

You can use FDISK to create an extended partition if your disk is
larger than 32 MB (the maximum partition size), or if you want to
designate one or more logical drives for the disk. To select Create
Extended MS-DOS Partition, type 2, then press the Enter
key. In response, FDISK displays a menu like this one:

Create Extended MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive: 1
Partition Status Type Start End Size
C: 1 A PRI MS-DOS 0 731 732
Total disk space is 1024 cylinders. Maximum space
available for partition is 292 cylinders.
Enter partition size. ..... . [ 292]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

This menu shows the total number of cylinders available for an
extended partition. The default for the partition size is the maximum
available space on the hard disk. Press the Enter key if you want the
default; otherwise, type the size (in cylinders) that you want for the
partition, and press the Enter key.

Note: If FDISK finds any defective tracks at the start of the par-
tition, it adjusts the partition boundaries to avoid those bad tracks.
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Create Logical Drive In the Extended MS-DOS Partition

When you have created an extended partition, you must specify one
or more drive letters for that area of the disk. FDISK automatically
displays this menu after you create an extended partition. FDISK
displays a menu similar to the following if you choose option 3 from
the Create MS-DOS Partition menu:

Create Logical MS-DOS Drive (s)
Drv Start End Size
D: 732 1024 292
Total partition space is 1024 cylinders.
Maximum space available for logical drive is 292
cylinders .
Enter logical drive size............ [ 292]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

You may designate the entire partition as one logical drive, or divide
it into two or more logical drives. For example, if you want to
segregate a particular application and its data files to their own
drive, you may want to create a second logical drive on the partition.

Because you cannot use a MS-DOS extended partition without a
drive letter, FDISK continues to prompt you for logical disk drive
information until the whole partition has been assigned to a logical
drive.

When the entire partition is assigned to logical drives, FDISK
displays this message:

All available space in the Extended MS-DOS partition
is assigned to logical drives .

Change the Active Partition

If you choose the second option in the main menu, FDISK displays a
screen showing the status of each partition on your hard disk. The
active partition, indicated by a status of A, contains the operating
system and files you access when you turn on or reset your
computer. If you have created a partition on your disk with another
operating system, this menu allows you to make that partition the
active partition. Only one partition is active at a time; the others are
not active.
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For example, if you have both XENIX and MS-DOS partitions on
your disk, the Change Active Par t i t ion  menu might look
like this:

Change Active Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive : 1
Partition Status Type Start End Size
C: 1

2
3 A

non MS-DOS
non MS-DOS
PRI MS-DOS 4(

0
2
)2

1
401
731

1
400
330

Total disk space is 732 cylinders,
Enter the number of the partition you want to make
active . . . ............... :[ IJ
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

Type the number of the partition that you want to activate, and press
the Ente r  key. The default setting is the active partition number.

If your hard disk contains only MS-DOS partitions, FDISK displays
the following message instead of prompting you for the partition that
you want to activate:

The only startup partition on Drive 1 is already
marked active.
Press ESC to return to FDISK Options.

Delete a MS-DOS Partition

If you choose the third option on the main menu, FDISK displays
the following menu, which asks you to identify whether the partition
you want to delete is a primary or extended MS-DOS partition:

Delete MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive : 1
1. Delete Primary MS-DOS Partition
2. Delete Extended MS-DOS Partition
3. Delete Logical MS-DOS Drive (s) in the Extended

MS-DOS
Partition

Enter choice: [ ]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

Type the number of the selection you want and press the Enter key.
The next menu, whether for a primary or extended MS-DOS
partition, shows the status of that partition. When you delete a MS-
DOS partition, FDISK deletes the partition boundaries and any data
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that existed in that partition. Once you delete the partition, you
cannot recover the data that was in it

Note: You cannot use FDISK to delete a non-MS-DOS partition.
Instead, to continue using MS-DOS after you have deleted the MS-
DOS partition, you must put a MS-DOS system diskette into drive A.
To start a different operating system in another partition of your
hard disk, you must change the active partition to that number
before you delete the MS-DOS partition.

Delete Primary MS-DOS Partition

The Delete Primary MS-DOS Partition menu will look
similar to this:

Delete Primary MS-DOS Partition
Current Hard Disk Drive: 1
Partition Status Type Start End Size
C:1 A PRI MS-DOS 0 399 400

2 EXT MS-DOS 400 731 332
Total disk space is 732 cylinders .
Warning! Data in Primary MS-DOS partition will be
lost. Do you wish to continue......... ? [N]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

If you do not want to delete the primary MS-DOS partition, press the
Enter key to accept the default value (N).

To delete the primary MS-DOS partition, type Y and press the
Enter key.

Delete Extended MS-DOS Partition

If you choose to delete an extended partition, you must first delete
the logical drives associated with that partition.
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Delete Logical Drive i n  the Extended MS-DOS Partition

To delete a logical drive, type 3 to select the option Delete
Logical  MS-DOS Drive ( s )  in the Extended MS-DOS
Part i t ion from the Delete MS-DOS Part i t ion menu.
Then press the Enter key. FDISK displays a menu like the
following:

Delete Logical MS-DOS Drive (s)
Drv Start End Size
D: 400 999 600
E: 1000 1024 25
Total partition space is 1024 cylinders.
Warning! Data in the logical MS-DOS drive will be
lost. What drive do you wish to delete .......... ?
[N]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

Type the letter of the drive you want to delete, and press Enter.
FDISK displays this message:

Are you sure........................ ? [N]

If this logical drive contains valuable data you have not backed up,
press Enter. This stops FDISK from deleting the logical drive.

Note: Be sure to back up all files you will need from the logical
drive before you delete the drive. When FDISK deletes a logical
drive or partition, the data is destroyed.

If you are sure you want to delete the drive, type Y (for Yes).
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Display Partition Data

If you choose the fourth option on the main menu, FDISK displays a
menu that contains information about each of the partitions on your
hard disk.

For example, the Disp lay  Par t i t ion  Inf  o rotation menu
might look like this:

Display Partition Information
Current Hard Disk Drive: 1
Partition Status Type Start End Size
C: 1 A PRI MS-DOS 0 399 400

2 EXT MS-DOS 400 731 332
Total disk space is 732 cylinders
The Extended MS-DOS partition contains logical MS-DOS
drives . Do you want to display logical drive
information? [Y]
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options

This information screen identifies the partitions on your disk. It
shows each partition’s number, status, and type, its starting and
ending cylinder numbers, and its size in cylinders.

If you have an extended partition, FDISK asks if you want to see
information about that partition’s logical drives.
Type Y and press Enter to display a screen like the following:

Display Logical MS-DOS Drive (s)
Drv Start End Size
D: 400 999 600
E: 1000 1024 25
Press ESC to return to Fdisk Options
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Select the Next Hard Disk Drive

This option appears on the FDISK main menu only if you have more
than one hard disk attached to your computer. If you choose this
option, FDISK changes the current disk drive to the next drive.

For example, if the current disk drive is drive C,  and if you choose
option 5 on the main menu, FDISK changes the current disk drive to
drive D. You could then choose any of the FDISK options (1-4) to
prepare the second hard disk for MS-DOS. Or, you could select
option 5 once again to select the next drive. For example, if there is
not a third hard disk, FDISK changes the current disk drive from D
back to C.

After you have selected the next drive, FDISK displays the main
menu again. Note that near the top of the screen, there is a line that
looks something like this:

Current hard disk drive : 2

The activity you select will be performed on the disk shown in this
line.
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Character Set Tables
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